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Introduction
and Overview
Cambodia’s Fast-Changing Consumer Landscape
It is a transformative and opportune time for brands
and consumer products in the Kingdom of Cambodia.
Modern Cambodia is among the fastest growing
economies in the world, averaging just over seven
percent annual growth for more than a decade.1
Its young population – half under the age of 25 – is
tech-savvy and worldly: avid users of Facebook and
YouTube, with increasing awareness of the world
outside of Cambodia.2 This awareness shapes their
preferences for how they want to live – and they
want to live like the world they see through their
smartphones: individual, independent but familyoriented, self-directed, and with all the choices and
accoutrements of a middle-income society.
This middle-class society is arriving. In 2016,
Cambodian incomes have moved into the World
Bank’s Middle Income bracket, passing $1,045
GNI per capita.3
Income levels are rising across all socio-economic
classes. A small but significant group of highly affluent
families have emerged, of particular interest to luxury
goods sellers. In remote rural villages, subsistence
farmers now have income for the first time in their
lives. And in the cities – where much of the action of
economic growth is visible – educated young adults’
income is growing, and they expect to have more
highly paid careers.4

With this growth in earnings comes a growth in
disposable incomes. Borders are opening up, trade is
increasing, and there are many more products to buy.
Products – and brands – represent a connection to
the wider world, and the promise of a successful and
prosperous future.
Against this backdrop, tastes, preferences and habits
are forming, and changing rapidly.
In a unique inversion of the mature market process,
it is the young population that is driving new product
preferences – guiding habit formation, and influencing
the adoption of branded products by their parents.
Young people are teaching their parents about
products “new to Cambodia”, and how to use them.
They are leading the way in the adoption of new
technologies.
As these brand-preference habits are forming, the
opportunity to introduce products typically favours
first movers; product preference is more expensive to
change, once established.5
In the past, established multinationals could wait
for emerging nations to develop robust consumer
societies, before entering the market with their
products. Recent reports, however, show that local
and regional firms are entering these markets earlier,
winning market share from established multinationals
because of “a deeper understanding of regional
markets, and robust relationships with stakeholders,
governments and customers.” 6
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Opportunities at All Levels,
from Luxury to Mass Market
Brands that are in Cambodia today are building
mindshare and market share.
The European clothing brand Mango, for example,
arrived in Phnom Penh in 2014, and now dominates
clothing brand awareness and brand desirability
simply by being early to market. They have built a
loyal following among middle class Cambodians.7
Luxury brands like Christofle, Boss, and Brioni have
opened shops in the prestigious Vattanac tower.
These brands understand that by arriving early in the
marketplace, they can shape preferences for their
products among their target wealthy consumers.8

The big international corporations in mass-market
products are already in the market, benefiting from
Cambodia’s high economic growth rate. Companies
including Unilever, Proctor & Gamble, and Nestlé
understand the importance of building awareness
and loyalty while brand preferences are being
established. They distribute packets of their products
in rural areas to build brand preference early in
the product adoption lifecycle.9 They are shaping
consumer behaviour and building brand loyalty. Asian
companies have also arrived, building preference
for their own FMCG brands, such as Indonesia’s
Indofoods (large variety of food and beverages),
Julie’s of Malaysia (packaged cookies and crackers),
The Philippines’ Universal Robina Corporation (snacks
and candy), and Korea’s Nature Republic (cosmetics).

The Packaged Foods
Market

The Beverage
Market

The Personal Care
Market

The market for imported
packaged foods is growing
rapidly in Cambodia, with a high
potential for continued future
growth. Changing lifestyles have
led to changes in Cambodians’
eating habits, leading to greater
demand for imported food and an
explosion of new choices.

Cambodia’s beverage market
category is large and growing,
presenting many opportunities
for European companies to
compete with existing local and
global brands.

Cambodia’s personal care market
is small but growing. Cambodians
care about their appearance and
their personal hygiene, and they
are interested in learning about
new products that have not been
part of their culture in the past.

Changing tastes and aspirational
living will continue to drive an
interest in new European foods,
especially those supported with
educational marketing.
Companies that enter the
market now will benefit from
the ability to shape preference,
seize mindshare and establish
brand loyalty.
Categories showing high
growth include:
Dairy products, at
both the mass
and premium markets level
●

Baby food and
prepared foods for
children to take to school or have
for breakfast
●

Convenience foods
and prepared
grab-and-go foods
●

While established companies
have an advantage in the market,
there are opportunities for new
competitors – especially with
the expansion of modern trade
outlets such as supermarkets and
convenience stores ("minimarts").
European brands of fruit
juices or other non-alcoholic
beverages could be in position
for more rapid market adoption if
supported by effective marketing
and promotion of their unique
properties and their point
of origin.
European wines and spirit
brands will find well-established
distribution channels available
and can build local market share.

Advertising gives them advice on
personal grooming, and educates
them about new products that
they are eager to adopt.
There are opportunities at all
levels of product, from massmarket to mid-range to premium.
The lower end of the market is
becoming increasingly brand
conscious, creating opportunities
for low-cost brands.
The mid-to-upper end of the
market is receptive to new
product brands and product
categories. Successful entrants
should include educational
marketing and advertising to
support their growth.
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The Home Care Goods Market

The Luxury Market

The home care goods market in Cambodia is starting
at a low base, but is expected to grow rapidly.
New entrants into the market will face entrenched
competition from both regional and international
companies, complex distribution channels, and the
price conscious buying habits of the majority of the
Cambodian population.

The demand for luxury goods and experiences is
growing rapidly in Cambodia as affluent Cambodians
develop a taste for a new lifestyle, the number of
affluent tourists visiting the Kingdom continues to
grow, and some expatriates seek out luxury items.12

Brand and product awareness is low, so products that
can successfully establish mindshare will be rewarded
with market share and brand loyalty.
Indications from studies of similar emerging markets
show that this category is often slow to develop, as
consumers will use a single cleaning product, such as
powdered laundry soap, for all cleaning needs: floor,
hands and skin, hair washing, and similar uses. But as
those markets developed, manufacturers have been
able to increase the number of home care categories
through the use of educational advertising.10
8

Affluent Cambodians are status conscious. Cars and
mobile phones are the most important signifiers of
status, with jewellery, handbags, clothing, and shoes
increasing in importance.
There are significant opportunities for luxury brands
to enter Cambodia, filling a gap in available retail.
There is a gap in the availability of high-end clothing,
shoes and handbags, as well as high-end jewellery
and watches.
New malls are opening, offering premium retail space
for brands to enter the market. In addition, there is still
significant growth potential in duty-free shopping.

The Clothing
and Accessories Market

The Consumer
Electronics Market

The clothing and accessories market is growing,
and this presents an opportunity for market entry by
European brands. Phnom Penh is underdeveloped in
branded retail shopping for clothing, shoes, handbags,
and accessories.

Ownership of consumer electronics is growing quickly
in Cambodia. Since ownership of most consumer
electronics other than mobile phones is still relatively
low, strong sales are expected to continue in the
coming years.

Retail options are expanding rapidly, as new modern
malls are opening, providing more opportunities
for brands to enter the market in the right
retail environment.

Cambodians own few appliances, and many are not
aware of the benefits of ownership of appliances
beyond the basics (air conditioner, television,
refrigerator and washing machine).

Gaps in the market include a category known as
“fast-fashion”, which includes brands such as Zara,
H&M and similar producers who expedite production
processes in order to bring new trends to market
as quickly and cheaply as possible. Westernsized clothing, sports shoes and apparel also offer
opportunities for market entry, as there are few retail
stores providing western clothing sizes, sports shoes
or sports apparel.11

Cooking appliances such as microwaves, toaster
ovens, coffee makers, electric kettles, blenders, and
food processors have not yet found their way into
most Cambodian kitchens. Appliance makers that
educate consumers on the benefits of these products
will be rewarded with sales.
Microfinance organizations are increasingly providing
consumers with loans for appliance purchases,
so that buying on credit is now possible and is
accelerating sales.
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Advice for
Potential Investors

Why Invest
in Cambodia

Like many countries in Asia, business relationships in
Cambodia are built on personal connections. When
entering the market, it is important to approach
potential partners through a trusted connection. The
European and British Chambers of Commerce can
be a valuable source of contacts.

Cambodia is a great place to invest right now: a high
growth economy, a young and energetic population,
and increasing competence in English-language
skills within the workforce.

The market for consumer goods is still
underdeveloped in Cambodia. Consumers need to
be educated about the value and use of products.
Marketing support is critical to successfully growing
sales and market share.

Cambodia has some distinct advantages over the
rest of ASEAN: foreigners can own a company
without a joint venture local partner, and the
Royal Government of Cambodia is welcoming of
foreign investment.

It can be challenging to find qualified local
management and a professional workforce, so
companies should be prepared to be hands-on,
and plan to provide education and support for
local teams.

Cambodia offers:
Investor-focused policies. The government’s
Council for the Development of Cambodia facilitates
investment in the country, which includes a “Qualified
Investment Project” tax exemption for up to nine
years, and some exemptions from import duty.
●

Competitive tax rates. The profit tax rate for
companies is 20%, among the lowest in the region.
●

Market access preference for Europe. The EU
allows duty- and quota-free access on all products
(except for armaments); however, this access may
change soon, as Cambodia has exited its Least
Developed economic status.
●

Access to neighbouring markets. Cambodia is
part of the ASEAN Economic Community, whose
benefits include elimination of tariffs between the
Association’s ten member countries, as well as the
free flow of goods, services and workers.
●

Central location in Southeast Asia. Nestled
in the heart of the northern part of Southeast
Asia, Cambodia enjoys easy land connections to
its neighbours Thailand, Laos and Vietnam, and
land access beyond these to Myanmar, Malaysia,
Singapore and China.
●

Special Economic Zones. Government-created
special manufacturing areas have been developed,
with improved access to government ministries to
facilitate regulatory compliance. These SEZs also
work to facilitate logistics for importing of goods.
●

Easy foreign currency remittances. There
are no restrictions on foreign exchange through
official banks.
●

Future Free Trade Agreements. Cambodia is
an active and ongoing partner in the development
of regional free trade agreements beyond ASEAN,
to include China, Australia, Japan, South Korea,
India, and others.
●

Matthias Hiltner CC by 2.0
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Location

Climate

Cambodia is located in the centre
of Southeast Asia, sharing borders
with Thailand, Laos and Vietnam.
It has a total territory of 181,035
km² of which 176,515 km² is land
area. A large proportion of the
country’s land is either forested
or dedicated to agricultural
production. Most of the population
lives in and around the lowland
corridor that stretches from the
Thai border in the northwest to
the Vietnamese border in the
southeast. The Mekong and
Tonle Sap rivers run through the
country and play a vital role in the
nation’s economic success by
providing transportation routes
and sustenance.

Cambodia has two main seasons
– wet (May to October) and dry
(November to April) with an
average temperature of 27°C and
only minor seasonal variations in
temperature and humidity.

People
Cambodia is an ethnically
homogenous nation home to
approximately 15.5 million (July
2014 estimate) people, 90% of
whom are ethnically Khmer. More
than 96% of the population speaks
the Khmer language. The country’s
official religion is Buddhism which
has a significant influence over
the Cambodian way of thinking.
There is also a sizeable Muslim
minority comprised mostly of the
Cham people whose ancestors
once lived in the ancient Champa
kingdom, located in what is today
central Vietnam. An estimated
20% of people live in urban
areas, the majority of whom are
concentrated in the capital, Phnom
Penh. Battambang, Siem Reap
and Sihanoukville are smaller
urban centres.
Cambodia is an incredibly youthful
country with more than 50% of the
population aged under 25, while
only 4% are older than 65. The
country is currently experiencing
rapid population growth, with more
than three births for every death

Dmitry A. Mottl CC by 2.0

Currency
Cambodia has its own currency,
the Riel (KHR) which is pegged
to the US dollar (USD) at a rate of
approximately 4000:1. Cambodia
is a partially dollarized economy
in which US dollars are widely
accepted and represent more than
80% of all deposits in Cambodian
bank accounts.

Political Structure
Cambodia is a constitutional
monarchy with King Norodom
Sihamoni reigning as Head
of State since 2004. The King
stands above politics, and dayto-day government is run by
Prime Minister Hun Sen and the
Council of Ministers, which is
made up of representatives from
the ruling Cambodian People’s
Party (CPP). Prime Minister Hun
Sen and the CPP have been in
leadership since 1985.
Cambodia has a bicameral
legislature made up of a National
Assembly and a Senate. Since
the 1991 Paris Peace Agreements,
Cambodia has held five multiparty general elections for the
National Assembly. In the most
recent elections in 2013, the CPP
maintained its majority in the
house yet was surprised by gains
made by the united opposition
force of the Cambodian National
Rescue Party (CNRP), led
by Sam Rainsy.

Opportunities for Consumer Goods in Cambodia
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Cambodia and the EU
The EU is Cambodia’s largest trading partner. In 2015,
Cambodia exported goods to the value of $4.56bn
to the EU, representing 53.5% of the country’s total
exports that year. The vast majority of Cambodian
exports to the EU derive from the Kingdom’s strong
export-oriented garments and footwear industries.
The roughly 600 garment factories in Cambodia,
which are mostly owned and managed by foreign
investors from other Asian nations, have successfully
implemented a strategy of targeting the European
market for higher-quality, higher-value items.
Under the EU’s ‘Generalised System of Preferences’
(GSP), Cambodia is classified as a ‘least-developed
country’ and therefore enjoys duty-free and quotafree access to the European single market under
the ‘Everything But Arms’ (EBA) policy, which covers
almost all goods that Cambodia may seek to export
to Europe. The scheme, which was implemented
in 2001, has facilitated significant growth in both
the volume and value of Cambodian exports to
Europe, especially in the aforementioned garment
and footwear industries. However, in recent years
there has been growth in other types of products,
such as rice, as well as light industry products
such as bicycles.

The EU’s significance to Cambodia as a trade partner
is primarily as an export destination, though with
increasing levels of purchasing power amongst
its growing middle class there are significant
opportunities for the EU to increase the value of its
exports to Cambodia. Cambodians are increasingly
being exposed to foreign brands and lifestyle
choices, and are coming to demand more options
and greater quality from their purchases. A number
of European brands have already established a
presence in the Kingdom, in industries including
automobiles, fashion, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals
and household appliances. Cambodians generally
perceive these brands well as they have a reputation
for high quality.
The EU, and its member states, is Cambodia’s
largest partner in terms of development assistance.
As part of the European Development Cooperation
Strategy for Cambodia 2014-2018, the member states
and institutions of the EU collectively committed
$1.8 billion in funding support to Cambodia for
projects relating to the ‘three pillars’ of environment,
education and governance. $700 million of this will
be provided by France in the form of a loan, while
the EU is providing about $590 million in grants.
There are further individual contributions from
the Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, Ireland,
Italy and Sweden.
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Economic Indicators
Indicator

Metric

GDP (current USD)

18.05bn

GDP per capita (current USD)

1,158.7

GDP growth

7.0%

GDP composition by sector

Agriculture 28.2%
Industry 29.4%
Services 42.3%

Labour force by sector

Agriculture 45.3%
Industry 24.3%
Services 30.4%
(Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey 2014)

Trade balance (current USD)

-3.21bn

Total imports (current USD)

11.73bn

Major import commodities (all origins)

Petroleum products, construction materials, industrial
machinery, motor vehicles, pharmaceutical products,
alcoholic beverages

Total exports (current USD)

8.52bn

Major export commodities (all destinations)

Clothing, footwear, rice, timber, light
manufactured goods

Garment and Footwear Exports

6.28bn USD (Ministry of Commerce)

Rice Exports

538,396 tons (Cambodia Rice Federation)

Tourist Arrivals

4.77 million (Ministry of Tourism)

Foreign Direct Investment Inflow (current USD)

1.802bn
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Geographic Considerations

Growth in Tourism and Impact

Residents of Phnom Penh have an income that is
58% higher than the average Cambodian’s income.
Phnom Penh, Siem Reap and Sihanoukville are
emerging as key cities for retailers.

Both tourism receipts and tourism spending have
been rising steadily since 2010, with tourism ranking
in the top three categories of growth drivers for the
economy. In 2013 tourism receipts reached $2.2
billion USD, almost doubling from 2010 figures.13
Tourism accounts for 14% of the GDP.14

In order of largest to smallest population, the cities
of Battambang, Siem Reap, Sihanoukville and
Kampong Cham make up Cambodia’s greatest urban
populations outside of Phnom Penh. While these
other cities lack the wealth of Phnom Penh, that does
not mean that there are not wealthy people living in
these places. Siem Reap has a significant amount of
money which comes from the tourism industry, and
consequently a high demand for Western products
from tourists passing through. Battambang is known
as the rice bowl of Cambodia, and the elite of
Battambang have made their fortunes in agribusiness.
In each of these cities there are at least a few places
that cater to the middle and upper-class affluent
segments of the population where one can find
Western goods.

International tourism is expected continue to grow
through 2017 and beyond as Asian tourists from
China, India, South Korea and Taiwan increase,
along with tourists from other continents. The
warm weather combined with historical attractions
continue to draw people to the region.15 Tourists are
specifically drawn to Cambodia for its cultural legacy,
friendly people and inexpensive amenities.
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Media Consumption
Cambodia is well-served by media outlets, and
marketers can effectively reach their target at
relatively low costs.
Most Cambodians have at least some access to
television. Ninety percent of urban households
have a television versus 78% of rural households
in Cambodia.16
Virtually all Cambodian youth (15-24 years old) have
access to TV (92%) and radio (92%). TV usage is much
higher with 70% watching daily vs. only 54% who listen
to the radio daily. Only 9% of homes have access to
cable television.17
There are over 20 TV channels broadcasting in
Cambodia, most of which air nationally. These
networks are privately owned, except for TVK which is
owned by the government. Mountainous regions and
power restrictions prevent some areas of Cambodia
from receiving these TV channels.18
There are over 40 radio stations in Cambodia. Radio
is typically privately owned, except for NRC, which is
owned by the government. The most popular stations
among Cambodian Youth are ABC Kampuchea, Radio
Free Asia, FM 105 and Bayon Radio. However, 11%
of youth do not know the name of the station they
listen to, which may mean loyalty to these stations
is not high.19

Internet use is growing among Cambodians, and it
is estimated that over 5 million Cambodians use the
Internet – about one-third of the total population.20
Another sign of increased Internet use in Cambodia
is the growth in Internet subscriptions. From
2010 to 2015, six million fixed and mobile Internet
subscriptions were added in the country. Often one
family or individual will have more than one mobile
Internet subscription, in order to take advantage of
price promotions.21 What’s more, some Cambodians
indicated access to Facebook and not the Internet,
which may indicate confusion over the terminology.22
Facebook is by far the most popular Internet
service in Cambodia.
Interestingly, in 2014, 90% of Cambodians indicated
they wished to get advertising on their cell phone.
The most popular phone applications were Facebook,
YouTube, Line, Skype, Viber and Tango, in order
of most used to least used.23 Amongst politicians
in Cambodia, Facebook “likes” have become an
unofficial measure of popularity, with the Prime
Minister Hun Sen frequently commenting on his
“like” count.24

Import Process, Regulations, Duties and Taxes
Overview of
Product Importation Process

Documentation
Requirements

At present there are few requirements for bringing
products into Cambodia, such as permits or food
safety certifications – although this may change
as the nation works to improve its regulatory
infrastructure. Paperwork and bureaucracy can be
among the greatest hurdles; working with a local
importer or distributor to prepare forms ahead of
time can help.25

The General Department of Customs and Excise of
Cambodia (“Customs”) requires importers to declare
imports using documents that it specifies based
on factors including origin and type of product.
These may include a bill of lading, invoices, packing
lists, and more. It is important to check with local
importers and distributors, or relevant government
ministries, in order to understand the specific
requirements for particular imports – especially as
these are changing quickly.26 Some local distributors
are able to manage this process as part of their
service, and there are also a number of logistics
companies specialized in customs brokerage.

Imported goods typically enter the country through
four major ports: Sihanoukville, Tomnop Rolork,
Phnom Penh Dryport, and Phnom Penh International
Airport. Sihanoukville is the main port of entry for sea
cargo, and Phnom Penh International Airport is the
main port of entry for air cargo.
Import process for each port is different and
current details can be found at
customs.gov.kh

There is a local logistics association – The
Cambodia Freight Forwarders Association – that
can assist in finding these companies:
camffa.org.kh.
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Import Duties,
Fees and Taxes

Labelling
Requirements

Food Safety
Regulations

Import duties are levied on all
imported goods, unless
exempted from duty. It is unlikely
that a European exporter will
qualify for exemption. A list of
exemptions is maintained by the
Council for the Development
of Cambodia:

Cambodia requires all packaged
food products to provide
expiration dates and to have bar
codes printed on packages.

Cambodia follows CODEX
standards for food safety while
it works to develop its own
regulations. In the meantime, local
legal decree Prakas 868 provides
a legal framework for food safety,
and several Ministries –including
the Ministry of Commerce and the
Ministry of Agriculture Forestry
and Fisheries – are working to
develop food registration and
import regulations. It is important
to consult on these fast-changing
developments with local partners
or the government ministries
themselves, in order to confirm
current information.28

cambodiainvestment.gov.kh
/investment-scheme/
investment-incentives.html
Importers must pay three types of
duties and taxes before imported
goods are released from Customs,
and these taxes are cumulative:
● Customs import duties with an
ad-valorem rate
14

Special tax for certain goods,
including excise tax ranging
from 10% to 25% on wine
and beverages
Value Added Tax (VAT) of 10%
The tariff band that applies to a
typical FMCG import at present is
35% for alcohol and most finished
products. Imported high value
food and beverage products such
as frozen meat, wines, cheese,
and frozen seafood, are subject to
a 15-35% import tariff rate. Fresh
fruits and vegetables are subject
to 7% import duty.27
An excise tax of 10-15% is applied
to imported wines and other
alcoholic beverages on top of
the import duty.
A detailed list of import
duties can be found at
cambodiantr.gov.kh

Though labels are not required for
all products, if a product requires a
label, the label must be approved
by the appropriate Ministry
before importing.
Information on labelling
requirements is available at
the website of the Ministry of
Commerce, Department of
Intellectual Property:
cambodiaip.gov.kh
The specific law, enacted in
December 2000, is called the
“Prakas on Cambodian Standard
CS 001-2000 Labelling of Food
Product”, and is available at:
cambodiaip.gov.
kh/DocResources/
fd2f5db5-5b83-4886b471-40c33d9ed20d_
c786a043-b88d-4f64-942960a330efdc5f-en.pdf
Labelling requirements include
but may not be limited to: Name
of product; name and address of
party responsible for the product
(producer, packager or traders);
source of the product; quantity,
weight, volume; lot numbers
and date of manufacturing; date
of expiry; ingredients; usage
instruction; and license number
if required.

Prakas 868 is available here:
camcontrol.gov.kh/userfiles/
file/Inter-Ministerial%20
Prakas%20no_%20
868_From%20farm%20
to%20table%20for%20
Food%20Safety_English%20
Version_20101022.pdf
Food safety is also governed by
the “Law on the Management of
Quality and Safety of Products
and Services”, available here:
cambodiainvestment.
gov.kh/law-on-themanagement-of-qualityand-safety-of-products-andservices_000626.html
Local partners who can assist
with understanding food
safety regulations can include
distributors, law firms, market
entry strategy firms, and market
research firms, as well the
Department of Drugs and Food
within the Ministry of Commerce.
Note that food products with an
expiration date must have a 50%
minimum remaining shelf life at
the time of inspection.
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Intellectual Property Law
and Protections
Cambodia is a member of the
World Trade Organization and the
ASEAN Economic Community.
Both organizations require
adoption and enforcement of
intellectual property protections
as part of membership.
Cambodia has responded to these
requirements with the adoption of
several laws regulating intellectual
property rights, including patents,
copyrights and trademarks.29
1998 – Paris Convention for the
Protection of Intellectual Property
●

2002 – the “Trademark Law” Law on Marks, Trade Names, and
Acts of Unfair Competition (with a
Sub-Decree for implementing the
Trademark Law in 2006)
●

2003 – the “Copyright Law” Law on Copyright and Related
Rights (enacted with technical
assistance from the World
Intellectual Property Organization
and other donor countries)
●

2003 – the “Patent Law” Law on Patents, Utility Model
Certificates, and Industrial
Designs (with the addition of
Procedures for Granting Patents
and Utility Model Certificates, and
Procedures for Registration of
Industrial Designs, both in 2006)
●

2014 – Law on Geographical
Indications of Goods 30
●

The registration and enforcement
programs related to these
laws, while improving year on
year, remain less effective in
comparison with more developed
protections in Europe. However,
the Royal Government of
Cambodia has indicated a robust
commitment to intellectual
property rights and a willingness
to improve conditions for
rights holders.31
The trademark system for
application, registration and
enforcement is the most
developed of the IP rights
programs.32 Applications are
submitted to the Department of
Intellectual Property Rights of
the Ministry of Commerce, and
take about 60 days to process,
although some reports indicate
this process can take up to
six months. In advance of a
trademark application, a search
is performed to determine if the
application will be successful. In
cases of conflicting marks, right
of priority in registration is granted
if the applicant demonstrates
an earlier application filed in
any member country of the
Paris Convention.
Cambodia joined the Madrid
System for the International
Registration of Marks in
2015, which further simplifies
registration procedures
for mark owners.33
In general, the nation seems
committed to improving the
registration and enforcement
of IP rights for rights holders,
to meet its trade membership
obligations and to improve the
business climate.

USEFUL GOVERNMENT WEBSITES
THE GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF CUSTOMS AND EXCISE
customs.gov.kh/en_gb/
COUNCIL FOR DEVELOPMENT OF CAMBODIA
cambodiainvestment.gov.kh
(English language selection must be done on site.)
THE MINISTRY ECONOMY AND FINANCE
mef.gov.kh
(English language selection must be done on each page.)

Impact of ASEAN
Trade Integration
The ASEAN integration is the
highest-profile trade agreement
in Southeast Asia. The agreement
has lowered import duties
on intra-ASEAN imports. The
countries involved are Brunei,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam.
Cambodia is considered one of
the smaller markets included in
the ASEAN agreement.34
These countries consist of over
620 million consumers and are
worth $1.5 trillion in consumer
expenditures. There are, however,
great disparities between these
nations in household incomes,
government, and ease of
doing business.35
The ASEAN integration means
that companies can manufacture
products in any of the ASEAN
countries and enjoy duty-free
access to the remaining ASEAN
countries. Cambodia could serve
as a manufacturing base for the
entire region.

Challenges of Doing
Business in Cambodia
There may be challenges
associated with doing business
in Cambodia. Among the most
significant are challenges with
contract enforcement, as the
cost to enforce contracts in
Cambodia can often be as high
as the value of the claim, mostly
due to attorney’s fees.36 Additional
challenges include business
sophistication, and vocational
readiness of employees.37 Finally,
there is indication that corruption
is a challenge in Cambodia.38
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The Rise of the Cambodian Consumer:
Overview of Consumer Trends
Cambodians are excited about
brands and shopping
Cambodian consumers are newly excited about
shopping. The economy is growing and there are
more products available for sale. Cambodians are
interested in brands and eager to be part of the
wider world that brands represent. As their tastes and
habits are changing, now is an opportune time for
brands to build market share.
There is an exuberance in Cambodians’ connections
to brands. Teenagers say “brand-brand” to describe
something that is desirable because it is a name
brand. A few brands are so powerful that their logo
appears everywhere – the logo has powers beyond
the original products.
16

Brands are signifiers of success
Social status is increasingly important to Cambodians.
Most Cambodians (over 80%) feel that position and
status in society is the most important aspect of
their lives.40
A key aspect of status is the display of the
right brands.
The most important status display items are
automobiles and smartphones, with Lexus and Apple
the most important brands. These products are
"badge products" because they are visibly displayed
to others, and therefore they dominate social display
behaviour. Among the elite, French Bordeaux wines
are a status symbol.
Cambodia is just catching up to countries like China,
where brands have for years been important for
providing “face”, and consumers have become more
sophisticated in their knowledge of brands. Most
Cambodians have had little exposure to brands,
since retail products have been quite limited.

“

People can afford to pay so now’s the
time, we’re ready for big brands to come
here... Materialism is in peoples’ hearts,
what you wear, what you drive, represents
what you are.39

”

Chy Sila,
CEO, Sabay Media

Apple:
Cambodia’s favourite brand
Apple logos are the most popular, infused
with the status of the prestigious iPhone.
Cambodians put Apple logos on their
cars and motorcycles – their most valued
possessions. There are plastic bags and
collared shirts that feature the Apple logo.
Even tuk-tuk drivers have joined in the love
of brands. It is possible to hire a tuk-tuk – a
motorized rickshaw – with the Apple logo
carved into the woodwork. Why? Because
Apple is a luxury brand and elevates the
status of that particular tuk-tuk from others.
Tuk-tuks can also be seen sporting logos
from high-end automobile brands such
as BMW, Porsche, Lexus and Mercedes.
The Apple brand, however, remains the
most popular.
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Cambodians want to learn
about brands
Case Study: Indomie

Since their experience with branded products
is limited, Cambodians seek out products that
they know about. The affluent will pay more for a
Bordeaux wine, because they have learned that it is
prestigious. The young flock to the newly opened
Starbucks, willing to spend money on a well-known
international experience.

Indomie, an Indonesian packaged noodle
from Indofood, has become popular in
Cambodia even though the packaging
is entirely in Indonesian. They have been
running a TV commercial since 2014 that
clearly demonstrates the cooking instructions
for their product.

With knowledge of brands still limited, it is important
for brands coming into Cambodia to educate
consumers about the value of their brand.

YouTube videos can be effective at
introducing new products. Roserb.com, an
online store featuring cosmetics and skincare
products, has had success with videos that
explain the importance of products, and
demonstrate how to use them.41

Cambodians are eager to learn about new products,
and marketing and advertising plays a critical role in
their education. Television is still the dominant media
channel in Cambodia, and its ability to reach a large
audience with a well-told story can have a powerful
impact. Use of products such as deodorant and
body spray have become widespread among young
men who have learned about them from seeing
commercials on television.

Brands that invest in education can introduce
new products and build loyal customers.

Youth lead the way
Cambodia is a young country. It is still a traditional,
patriarchal society, where children follow their
parents’ direction in what they study and who
they marry. But the young are becoming more
empowered, especially in decisions on what
to buy. Education levels have grown rapidly, as
20-somethings are much more likely to have a
secondary school education or more, surpassing
older generations.. Almost half of youth feel that
their attitudes are very different from those of
their parents.42
In Phnom Penh, there is a new culture of urban youth
with money to spend on looking good and hanging
out with their friends. Urban youth congregate on
Diamond Island (an upscale urban mixed residential
and retail development), at Burger King, and at Brown
Coffee Shops (a sophisticated local coffee shop
chain comparable to Starbucks).

Indomie CC by SA .4.0

learn about
“ Children
brands
from their peers,
and they become brand
ambassadors, bringing
new brands into the home,
for products like biscuits,
snacks, Oreos, colas, soft
drinks, chocolate. We
see this everywhere in
Southeast Asia

”

Sonia Kapoor, FMCG Developing
Markets Consultant

Young Cambodians are online. They learn about new
products through Facebook and through friends.
They try new things and tell their parents about them.
Daughters give beauty advice to their mothers.43
Grown children send money home to their families
in the provinces, and influence their parents’ buying
decisions. As their wages increase, they can spend
more on buying products for themselves as well as
send more money home so that their parents can
also buy more products.44
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International influences;
emerging national pride

Shopping habits
are changing

Teens and 20-somethings look
to Korea, which dominates youth
culture through-out Asia, with
K-Pop music and popular TV
shows. Older Cambodians watch
Thai soap-operas and are more
influenced by Thai styles.

Cambodians still use traditional markets for most of their shopping. Over
half of Cambodians say that they prefer shopping at traditional markets
over modern trade outlets such as convenience stores, shopping
centres, and supermarkets. Almost every day, most Cambodians stop
by a chab houy – a small family-run shop (traditional trade). Students
and workers pick up drinks and snacks, while housewives purchase
ingredients for meals.

Western influence is more notable
among elite Cambodians. Young,
educated Cambodians watch
blockbuster international movies.
Reading sub-titles in Cambodian is
difficult, and only those most fluent
in English can follow the dialogue.
Action and horror movies are
popular with youth.

Many Cambodian women go to a traditional wet market almost every
day. Most homes still don’t have a refrigerator, requiring that food be
purchased the day it is consumed.

French influence is more
pronounced among older, more
affluent Cambodians, who aspire
to the taste of a European lifestyle.
This is reflected in an interest in
expensive French wines and trips
to Paris for the few who can afford
it. European products beyond
wine and alcohol are not well
known, but there is opportunity for
these products to appeal to the
Cambodian market.

Shopping in a modern supermarket can be bewildering for Cambodians,
who are confronted by a diversity of products with which they are
not familiar. Most Cambodians have not been exposed to the array of
personal care and home care products that are available, and don’t know
what they do, or how to use them. This tends to make them loyal to
products once they get to know them.

Apart from these international
influences, there is a new
patriotism in Cambodia, a sense of
pride in country, as Cambodia joins
the modern world. As such there is
interest in local products, such as
Angkor Beer, which capitalizes on
this sentiment with their well-loved
slogan, “My country, my beer.”

“veryCambodians
quickly, very easily
learn new things; they are
especially attracted to
European style which is easy
for them to take.

”

Interview with Luu Meng,
CEO, Almond Group

Shopping at modern trade stores, both supermarkets and minimarts, is
infrequent, typically less than once a month. Most shopping at modern
trade is done on the weekend, especially Sunday, which is the only day
off for many Cambodians. Often the whole family or groups of friends go
together and explore the products on offer.

That said, Cambodians find shopping in a supermarket to be an exciting
adventure. Use of modern trade is increasing. On weekends, entire
families visit modern markets like the Aeon Mall Supermarket that cater
to the emerging affluent Cambodian market, taking selfies and tasting the
new foods that are on sample. Brands such as Nestlé and Pepperidge
Farm take advantage of this opportunity to introduce new products
into the market.
The Giant supermarket chain, a subsidiary of Dairy Farm International
Holdings, recently opened in Cambodia. They are implementing a new
approach to modern trade, adding more of the feel of the traditional
market – such as the availability of live eels – but without the heat, the
dust, and the flies.45
In summary, shopping habits are changing as Cambodians have more
options. Modern trade outlets are increasing throughout Cambodia,
although most are still found in Phnom Penh. Battambang, Sihanoukville,
and Siem Reap now offer supermarkets and minimarts, and smaller cities
like Kampong Cham and Prey Veng are served by minimarts.
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Labels are a challenge for Cambodians
It is important to note that very few packages have any Cambodian
language on them, contributing to the challenges for Cambodians
looking to purchase new products.
Labels are in a confusing array of languages, including English, Thai,
Vietnamese, Korean, Chinese, Japanese, Malaysian, Indonesian, Indian,
Arabic, Hebrew, and occasionally French, Spanish, or another European
language. Many products are produced for the international market
and have 5 or more languages on them. Others may have only Thai or
Vietnamese because they were made for those markets but find their
way onto the shelves of stores in Cambodia.
Few internationally-produced products are labelled in Cambodian
because the market size is small, so companies don’t bother to invest in
unique packaging with Cambodian language. What’s more, many items
do not have names in the Cambodian language – the words do not
exist – so Cambodian translations can be challenging. In rural villages,
many people have little or no ability to read Cambodian. Among the
most affluent shoppers, many are foreign expatriates who don’t read
Cambodian. Even among affluent Cambodians, many children of the
elite go to international schools where they are educated in English.
Although they can speak Cambodian, they cannot read or write.

Cambodians are brand loyal
Cambodia has a culture of distrust across many aspects of society.46
The role of trust and distrust impacts the functioning of society, a factor
which is well documented in the field of sociology. The Cambodian
culture of distrust extends to products they buy.
Cambodians worry about product safety, especially products from
China or Vietnam. In fact, Cambodians have reason to be distrustful of
products, as many cheap products sold in Cambodia do not meet safety
standards.47
Because of this lack of trust in new products, as well as the challenges
of understanding packages, Cambodians prefer to buy FMCG products
they are familiar with. This tends to make them very brand loyal once
they have experience with a product. They look for a known logo
and graphic design, so products that are easily recognized have an
advantage. International brands are a guarantee of quality.
Cambodians are also brand loyal to electronics and other consumer
goods. They prefer to purchase brand names that they know. Many
Cambodians still have a strong preference for Japanese electronics
because they are familiar with those brands and have been convinced
of their quality.48 Once they have taken the big step of making a
purchase at a name-brand store such as Mango, they are likely to return.
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Consumer Segments
in Cambodia
This section provides a description of the Cambodian consumer market
and consumer segments used throughout the report.
The Cambodian market for FMCG products, other consumer goods and
luxury goods includes three key segments:
1. Cambodians
2. Foreign expatriates ("expats") living in Cambodia
3. Tourists
Each segment has several sub-segments with different needs.

Cambodians
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New Wealth
There is a small but visible segment of Cambodians that has
accumulated significant wealth in recent years. These Cambodians
fuel the market for luxury cars and expensive jewellery. This is the
first generation to experience wealth, and they want to feel – and
display to others – that they are successful after years of hardship.
They seek to experience a sense of accomplishment through the use
of luxury products, and they are open to learning about what brands
indicate prestige.
Middle Class
Cambodia has a young population, and the young have much more
education and more exposure to the outside world than earlier
generations. They are willing to work hard and are optimistic about their
future. They live in urban centres. They want to try new things and live a
more international lifestyle, but they are budget constrained and value
conscious. Nevertheless, status brands are important to them, and
they will spend money on an expensive new smartphone, automobile
or motorcycle. Looking good is important, and they spend money
on clothes and personal grooming. Car purchases are typically used,
second-hand purchases of status brands such as Lexus.
Approximately 10% of Cambodian households have incomes of more
than USD$800 a month, placing them in the middle class. Twenty-seven
percent of Cambodian households have incomes of USD$400 – 800 a
month, giving them some disposable income.49
Lower Income
Two-thirds (62%) of Cambodians live on household incomes of less
than USD$400 a month.50 Many of these families are found in the
rural areas. Rural residents are the poorest segment of Cambodia,
with many still practicing subsistence farming. But even among the
rural poor, standards of living are rising. Many families get money from
their children – daughters who work in the garment industry, or sons in
construction or working abroad. These children may send home 50-75%
of their income, leaving little for their own living expenses. Despite
their low income, most Cambodians have some money to spend on
consumer goods, at least some of the time. Most families have a TV.
They love to buy snacks and treats for their children. They care about
personal hygiene and buy items such as toothbrushes, toothpaste, and
shampoo in small packets.

“

Poverty is reducing in
the villages. Even poor
families have money to
spend on snacks for their
children. Fathers tell us that
they bring something for
the child every time they
come home, it could be a
toy or candy.

”

Lisa Sherburne
Adolescent and Youth Consultant,
Save the Children
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Foreign Expatriates
While there are no official estimates of the number of expatriates in
Cambodia, everyone agrees that they have a significant impact on the
local economy. It has been estimated that there are around 30,000
expatriates in Cambodia.51 Another report said that as many as 80,000
foreigners live in Cambodia, but noted that the majority of them were
Vietnamese.52
Asian expatriate communities, including Chinese, Japanese, Korean,
and Taiwanese, are growing. Yoshihiro Abe, First Secretary of the
Japanese Embassy in Phnom Penh, notes that there are 2,500
registered Japanese in Cambodia, but suggests that there could be
many more, and that the number of retired Japanese expatriates is likely
to increase.53
Budget expatriates
Many expatriates in Cambodia make less than $1,000 a month. They
work at NGOs or as teachers. Many are retired expatriates living on
pensions from home, and they buy Western packaged goods and eat at
budget bars and restaurants.
Affluent expatriates
Development agencies, embassies, and private sector companies
provide generous packages for senior employees, often including
housing, transportation, and education at private schools for children.
These expatriates have high disposable income to spend on consumer
goods and travel. They make up the majority of the market for imported
foods and beverages.
Many expatriates complain that there is nothing to buy in Cambodia. The
few high-end boutique clothing shops focus on the Cambodian shopper
and do not offer clothes that suit expatriate style or expatriate sizes.
Expatriates tend to shop for clothing and other goods in Bangkok or
Singapore, or wait until they travel home to stock up on desired items.

Tourists
Tourism continues to grow in Cambodia. In 2015, over 4,775,000 tourists
visited, spending over USD $3 billion. Europeans accounted for over
700,000 of these visitors.54
Tourists contribute to sales of imported goods in Cambodia. Hotels are
an important market for imported food and beverages, as well as for
personal care products provided to guests. Tourist dollars fuel sales of
local crafts as well as clothing and accessories.
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Market Overview Data
Consumer Household Expenditure
In 2014, national consumer household expenditure was approximately $4,275, but is expected to almost
double by 2030 providing a large opportunity for brands.12
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Distribution

T

his section provides the context for key terms used to describe
retail distribution throughout the report.
There are many options and a variety of retail outlets available
for companies looking to distribute their products in Cambodia.

In recent years, retail in Cambodia has gained tremendous range. While
the majority of sales in the country are still through traditional retail zones
such as wet markets and chab houy (informal neighbourhood stores
in peoples’ homes), commercial retail space is seeing historically high
growth. The year 2014 saw the opening of the $205 million (68,000 sq.m)
Aeon Mall, and in 2016/2017 Phnom Penh will see the opening of three
new modern malls; Parkson’s Phnom Penh City Center (57,000 sq.m), Lion
City (61,000 sq.m), and Land’s Exchange Square (13,000 sq.m).57 58 59 60
Despite this growth in retail shopping outlets, Cambodia’s small
population, non-standardized and ad hoc distribution channels, immature
infrastructure, and limited application of rule of law, mean that Western
companies rarely handle distribution themselves in the country. The vast
majority of FMCG companies in Cambodia use a familiar and popular
distribution model: products move from manufacturer (in-country or
external) to shipping intermediary, to in-country distributors, and then on
to wholesalers and finally retailer outlets. Those retail outlets range from
informal shop to corner store, and from supermarket to luxury mall.
And with little economy of scale: relationships with retail outlets are
one-on-one and sales are often dependent on “what’s selling”. The USDA
Cambodia Exporter Guide counsels that “working with a local partner is
critical and the most effective way to reach Cambodian consumers.”
Geographically, Cambodia enjoys relatively easy access to international
trade routes, equipped with a deep water port in the coastal town
Sihanoukville, and relatively new roads from Phnom Penh to Bangkok and
to Ho Chi Minh City. Infrastructure outside of the main distribution routes
are not well maintained and difficult to navigate during the rainy season.
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Types of Distribution Models
Non-Distributor-Based Models
Although direct imports to Cambodia without a local distributor are small
compared to those that go through a distributor, direct imports do exist.
In in an attempt to provide products that are not normally available from
distributors, some retailers such as large supermarkets, malls, and a
growing number of specialty boutiques in Phnom Penh establish their
own relationships with manufacturers, and import products directly. While
the scale of this is small, it is a possible avenue for introducing a product
to Cambodia on a small scale, without going through a distributor.
On a larger scale, certain companies such as Coca Cola and Unilever do
set up their own distribution channels; however, many others, such as
P&G, Johnson & Johnson, and Colgate Palmolive, choose to partner with
local distributors.
Establishing a manufacturer-owned distribution channel without a
local partner will prove too costly and difficult for most companies. This
involves hiring and training employees ranging from provincial sales
representatives, to drivers, to expatriate country managers; as well as
obtaining vehicles, warehouse space, and compliance professionals to
navigate Cambodia’s legal and tax environment.

Distributor-Based Models
Distributors in Cambodia offer many arrangements and perform different
functions depending on the product, relationship with the parent brand
and the level of involvement required from the brand.
The largest role for distributors in Cambodia is to manage in-country
logistics. As most products are not made in Cambodia, the distributor will
handle the importing of the products, customs clearance, warehousing,
and supply to provincial branches and retail outlets. Beyond this, some
distributors handle marketing and promotion of product, though
typically this requires the parent company to enter into an exclusive
distribution deal with the distributor.
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Finding a distributor that is matched to what an importer is trying to
accomplish is a key to succeeding in Cambodia. For example, Goodhill
Enterprise, one of the largest consumer goods distributors in Cambodia,
has a large distribution network with eight provincial branch offices, and
robust sales teams in place that allow them to market widely within the
country. Others have smaller distribution networks that specialize in niche
products, or certain geographic areas.
Factors such as the size of a company and the local consumer demand
for its products will determine how much impact a company has
in distribution tactics, and how much leverage when choosing and
negotiating terms with a distributor. Which distribution company is right
for an importing company depends on the importing company’s size,
product offering, risk tolerance and other factors.
For larger companies with anin-demand product, it can be relatively
easy to negotiate with a larger distribution company for favourable
terms. Smaller companies can also realize value in a tighter control of
the product experience; however, this approach requires more hands-on
engagement and can be more costly.
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In the end it is a mix of preference and cost that determines whether an
importer will hand over products to the distributor and have them handle
everything, including determining which products to stock, and handling
marketing. Many distributors prefer this sort of relationship as it moves
them up the value chain toward managing the brand experience.

Consignment
In a consignment arrangement, a seller sends goods to a reseller
who pays the seller only when the goods are sold. In some cases,
after a certain period of time, if the goods are not sold the seller will
take them back.
For smaller companies, consignment may be the easiest and most
popular way to convince a distributor to carry a product, as it is no risk to
the distributor. Some distributors work only on a consignment basis.
Consignment deals often yield better financial arrangements with an
importing company, since as the distributor does not take any risk
they typically accept lower marginal rates on goods they sell. The
danger is that without a strong commitment, a distributor may feel less
pressure to market consignment goods, focusing instead on moving
purchased stock.
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Exclusive Distribution
Often, a distribution company is granted sole importer status for a
product or brand. In this arrangement, there is opportunity to negotiate
a better wholesale price than in a non-exclusive arrangement, with
mitigating factors including expected volume, marketing support and
financing details.
Some companies express concerns that this arrangement limits
distribution to a single distributor, and it may be difficult to uncouple from
such an exclusive distribution deal.
Finally, there is valid concern from exclusive distributors that their
exclusive import rights may be undercut by grey-market (unofficial,
parallel) imports.
Parallel imports, or grey-market goods, are addressed in the individual
product sections.

Joint Venture Partnership
For companies that want to own their distribution channels in Cambodia,
but require local expertise and capacity, a joint venture model can
prove effective.
One challenge in this model is that the legally binding relationship
can make it difficult to end a joint venture relationship. Widely differing
corporate cultures, as well, are often a source of friction. Nonetheless,
joint venture partnerships remain a popular distribution model.

Non-Exclusive Distributor
While this is a desired distribution model for importers, it is a difficult
arrangement to negotiate. None of the distributors interviewed
for this report would accept this arrangement, in order to limit
competitive exposure.
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www.phnompenhpost.com/business/aeon-mall-officially-opens-thousands
www.opendevelopmentcambodia.net/tag/aeon-mall/
www.cambodiadaily.com/archives/aeon-microfinance-booms-with-mall-on-horizon-58122/
“Phnom Penh retail market, Q2 2015,” CBRE Cambodia. September 16, 2015.
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The Packaged
Foods Market

F

ood sales are growing at a faster pace than the economy
overall; Cambodians are increasing their spending on food as
their incomes grow.

Increasing urbanization, rising incomes and changing lifestyles
have led to changes in Cambodians’ eating habits and greater demand
for imported, processed and convenience foods.
Cambodians are embracing foreign foods, usually first tried at
restaurants and fast-food establishments. Popular items include
spaghetti, doughnuts, and especially burgers and pizza. These foods
have become very popular in Phnom Penh, and are starting to become
available in second-tier cities.
Modern retail is still a small part of the market, but is expanding its reach
and diversity.
International giants such as Nestlé and Mondelez have successfully
invested in building distribution and market share. Asian giants such as
Indofood and Munchy’s have developed strong local followings.
Cambodian sales of imported food products are increasing among
a range of product categories, including meat and processed meat
products, dairy products, frozen potatoes, snacks, dried fruits and nuts.61
Food safety, quality and health are increasingly important to
Cambodians, and these concerns drive greater purchase of Western
products as well as products from Thailand.
The market for imported food products from Europe is small and underdeveloped. The primary buyers of imported European foods at retail
are expatriates and high-income Cambodians. The large and growing
tourism and restaurant industry is an important market for imported
European foods.
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Opportunities
Cambodians are still unfamiliar with most foreign brands and foods,
but tastes are changing and they are eager to try new things. More
Cambodians now live in urban areas and have busy, modern lives, so
are looking to the convenience of packaged and frozen foods.
Brands that educate consumers about their product – how to prepare it
and how to eat it, can build trial and adoption.
The expansion of modern trade outlets makes distribution and sales
easier to manage.
Continued growth of the tourism sector and modern food retail chains,
bakeries, restaurants, and hotels offer another avenue for European
foods to enter the market.
Categories expected to show continued growth include:
Dairy products, at both the mass and premium markets
Nutritional foods for babies and children, including supplements
and prepared foods for children to take to school or have for breakfast
● Convenience foods, although sales will be limited unless
Cambodians buy appliances such as microwaves and toaster ovens that
enable quick meal preparation
●
●

There are many product categories that are valued by expatriates and
that could be appealing to Cambodians, that currently have limited
distribution in Cambodia. These categories represent opportunities for
brands to enter the market with little competition:
Packaged baked goods, including English muffins and bagels for
homesick expats
● Gluten free products, as Cambodians become more interested in
global food trends
● Gift tins, especially of cookies, popular to give as gifts for celebrations
and holidays, and currently more widely available in neighbouring
countries than in Cambodia
● Quality chocolate aimed at adults, including organic brands and
unique flavours, to satisfy expats as well as sophisticated locals
● More international candies, such as jelly beans and mints that are
not available in Cambodia
● Chewing gum flavours available in Western countries, that have little
or no distribution in Cambodia
● Greater selection of vitamins, including chewable vitamins, that
have a ready market in expats and growing interest among Cambodians
● Oatmeal, both for expats who can’t find it here, and as new products
such as Nestle’s Bear Brand Cereal Drink, aimed at the local market
● Spray cooking oil such as PAM, for expats who are used to using
this product and for Cambodians who will need to be educated on
its convenience
● Energy bars, for expats who like to buy these and for the local market
who are heavy snackers but starting to consider nutrition
● High quality cat food, for expats and affluent Cambodians who want
to give their cats the best.
●
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Sales

Distribution

Grey Market

Food sales are growing as
Cambodians become more
affluent. Food sales in Cambodia
are expected to grow by 9%
in 2016; the CAGR (compound
annual growth rate) between
2015-2020 projected at 9.6%.
As disposable income rises,
households diversify their diets. In
the next five years, it is expected
that consumers will begin to
purchase more meat, dairy,
breads/cereals, oils/fats and fruit.
However, staple foods, such as
rice, are the primary share of food
spending today.62

Most products arrive from Thailand
or Vietnam. Products arrive via
supermarket operators and other
food service distributors, and
informally as many locals bring
products into the country for resale
or for personal use.

The distribution of grey market
goods is widespread in Cambodia.
This is an issue for imported
packaged goods, although there
is no data available on the size of
the problem. These grey market
products and products past
their expiration dates typically
are brought into Cambodia from
Thailand and Vietnam.

In 2014, Cambodia was
picked as one of five “Future
Consumer Market Stars” in
Asia by Euromonitor. Investors
are showing more inter est in
Cambodia due to its potential
for growth in packaged food.
In 2013, numbers for Cambodia
showed that the packaged food
market was right under the $1
billion USD mark.63
Food is a large part of the
Cambodian household budget.
Cambodians spend on average
44% of their monthly per capita
income on food and nonalcoholic beverages. As of
2014, people in Phnom Penh
spend 39%, the equivalent of
USD$60 per month. In rural
areas, Cambodians spend on
average USD$36 monthly (46% of
their income) on food and nonalcoholic beverages.64

Modern trade continues to
expand in Cambodia, with more
supermarkets and mini markets
opening up. However, traditional
trade still dominates shopping
behaviour for most Cambodians,
so it is important to understand
this distribution channel.
Successful importers distribute
their products through multiple
channels, including both modern
trade and traditional trade. Many
Cambodians buy fresh food at a
local market almost every day.
There are five different types
of traditional food markets that
together serve the needs of both
urban and rural Cambodia:
1. Provincial markets: Traditional
style markets seen in urban areas,
these markets are roofed, and
include food and non-food items.
2. District markets: Located in
district centres, these roofed
markets include food and a wide
variety of non-food items.
3. Commune markets: Twenty or
more small shops (typically roofed)
alongside a main road. They have
individual stalls for traders.
4. Village markets: A few small
shops located in a village. They
typically sell vegetables, eggs,
vegetable oil, toiletries, snacks and
sometimes meat or fish.
5. Mobile traders: These traders
sell vegetables and meat from
their motorcycles.
Distance from the market
is a concern for many rural
households, but small village
shops and mobile traders provide
food access.

Sodanie Chea CC by 2.0
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Consumer Behaviour and Trends
Eating habits are changing
Most Cambodians grew up with limited purchasing power, eating a diet of
rice, fish, and occasionally local fruits and vegetables. Rice is still the most
important food in the Cambodian diet.
Today’s Cambodians supplement their staples of fish and rice with other
foods. Hot peppers, lemon grass, soy sauce, mint, and ginger add flavour
to many Cambodians dishes; sugar is added to many foods. Several kinds
of noodles are eaten. Cambodians love local fruits, including bananas,
mangoes, papayas, rambutan, and palm fruit. Vegetables are less popular,
but a variety of local vegetables are cultivated and eaten. Beef, pork,
poultry, and eggs are added to meals on special occasions, or more
frequently if the family can afford it.
Snack foods and bottled, canned, or boxed beverages are popular treats.
Western foods have entered the local diet, especially in urban areas.
Foods such as pizza, spaghetti, steaks, burgers, ice cream, doughnuts and
coffee have become popular. Cambodians typically eat these foods when
they go out – few prepare them at home. Foods such as bread, salads,
potatoes, carrots, and dairy products have made inroads into the homes
of Cambodians who have been exposed to international lifestyles.

Even rural villagers
“
are terrified of chemicals.
There is a fear of food that
has come from China,
Vietnam, they say that
the fruits and vegetables
are too big.

”

Lisa Sherburne
Adolescent and Youth Consultant,
Save the Children

Cambodians demand fresh food
In a tropical climate with little refrigeration, it is not surprising that
consumers demand that the food they buy be fresh. Most food is
bought from traditional trade and consumed the day that it is purchased.
Cambodians are suspicious of fresh produce or meat that is sold in
modern trade outlets – it just doesn’t seem as fresh as the products in the
local market.
Even Cambodians with refrigerators are reluctant to store food. They are
not comfortable with the Western habit of buying food to be cooked later.
They do not want to eat leftovers, even if they have been refrigerated.
Canned and packaged food products are not used regularly by most
Cambodians. When asked, many admit that they have not tried these
products but that they seem unappealing. Their easy access to fresh fruit
and vegetables is preferred.
Ice cream is a popular treat, typically consumed when purchased. Other
frozen products have limited appeal, as do refrigerated products other
than beverages.

We work with
“
the farmers to get fresh
produce that does not have
chemicals. Most of our
customers are Cambodians
who care about quality.

”

Ya Chakrya Chea,
Co-founder,
Pengpos Online Groceries

Food safety concerns drive preferences
Food safety, quality and health are increasingly important to Cambodians,
and these concerns drive greater purchase of Western products as well
as products from Thailand. Cambodians express concern that they want
food that is “chemical free”. They are particularly concerned about fresh
produce from China and Vietnam.
There is increasing production of locally grown crops in Cambodia, but
they are typically more expensive than produce from neighbouring
countries. Organic grocery stores, online delivery services and restaurants
focused on healthy ingredients are providing a market for local produce.
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Food preparation
is limited by a lack
of equipment and
lack of recipes
When understanding the food
category, it is important to
have knowledge of consumers’
kitchen appliances. Only 23% of
Cambodians report owning a
refrigerator. Most have gas stoves
(75%), often a simple burner.65
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Many parts of Cambodia are not
on the electric grid and do not
have access to a regular source
of electricity, so cannot use
appliances such as refrigerators.
Even among those that do have
electricity, many households
rely on an ice box rather than
a refrigerator because it is less
expensive to operate. Chunks
of ice are available from street
vendors and in local markets.
Cooking equipment is generally
quite limited, even in affluent
households. Most kitchens have
a minimum number of pots and
pans, and do not have specialty
items such as measuring cups.
Middle class households do often
have a rice cooker.
These limitations are important to
keep in mind when considering
sales of imported foods into
Cambodia. Foods that require
refrigeration have a limited
audience, and foods that
require specialty equipment
such as a microwave will not do
well in Cambodia.
The introduction of new food
preparation techniques in the
home is further hampered by the
lack of understanding of how to
use recipes. Cambodian recipes
are passed down from mother
to daughter by word of mouth
and are not documented. Few
Cambodians use cookbooks,
which are not typically available
in the Cambodian language.
Consumers are reluctant to
prepare foods unless someone
has taught them how to do it.

Eating outside the
home is popular
There are many inexpensive
options for purchasing prepared
foods outside the home, and
most Cambodians take advantage
of them often. Local restaurants,
small roadside stalls, and roving
street vendors serve an array of
local dishes and snacks.
Typically, meals eaten outside the
home are breakfast or dinner.
The larger the household, the
more typical it is for people to
eat outside the home. Eating
breakfast outside the home
alleviates the burden of cooking
the meal inside the home - this is
particularly true among middleincome families. Higher-income
consumers eat out more for social
connections with friends and
business colleagues.
Phnom Penh, as well as the tourist
areas of Siem Reap and the
beaches, have a thriving Food &
Beverage (F&B) industry, offering
opportunities for expensive
foreign imported foods. There
are numerous establishments
catering to Cambodians of all
income levels, to expatriates
rich and poor, as well as tourists
with money to spend. Many
foreign restaurant chains have
opened outlets here, with
more on the way.
Interest in foreign foods is
beginning to expand beyond
Phnom Penh and the main tourist
destinations. Battambang, a city
with few expatriates or tourists,
now has an outlet of The Pizza
Company, a Thai franchise, as
well as several outlets for a
local coffee shop chain aimed
at Cambodians.
Increased incomes of middle
class urbanities combined with
a young population interested
in trying new foods and a rise in
tourists have resulted in many
different cuisine types being
offered in F&B outlets in Phnom
Penh. Of the restaurant owners
surveyed in 2014, 40% thought
that all types of cuisines will be

popular in five years, while 23%
thought Western cuisine would
be the main attraction and 22%
felt it would be Asian food. This
trend is important to note for
the opportunities for growth in
imported foods in urban areas
of Cambodia.66
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Overview of Specific Food
Categories
Food labelling can be a challenge
Few packaged foods have Cambodian language labels, and labelling
can be a challenge for food items unfamiliar to Cambodians.

Dairy
Dairy consumption is growing in Cambodia, and presents an opportunity
for European companies.
Southeast Asian nations are not traditionally consumers of dairy, but dairy
consumption is growing throughout the region. Cambodian consumption
of 5 kg per person is well below the consumption in Vietnam and
Thailand, which has grown to 20 kg per person in those countries.67 Many
Asians are lactose intolerant and have not grown up with much dairy
in their diet.
Increasingly, Cambodians believe that fresh milk is an important product
to provide to their children. Many affluent Cambodians report that the item
they buy most frequently at modern supermarkets and minimarts is fresh
milk.68 However, UHT milk is the most frequently purchased milk product
among Cambodians because it can be stored for a long time, and many
families lack refrigeration. Yogurt is growing in popularity as it is easy for
lactose intolerant Cambodians to enjoy.

Dairy should be among the first players to come into a
“developing
market” says Sonia Kapoor, FMCG Developing
Markets Consultant. “They should target lower income,
where the volume is, as well as looking for strategies to
premiumise and upgrade. Look at the success of Indonesia
Milkuat brand from Danone, they offered affordable milk at
the school level, they collaborated with the schools to make
it available to kids.

”
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Cambodia imports most of its dairy
products from other countries
around the world, especially
from neighbouring Vietnam and
Thailand, including Thailand’s
Dutch Milk Brand and Vietnam’s
Vinamilk. New Zealand brand
Fonterra is also popular.
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Vietnam’s Vinamilk has set up
a partnership with Angkor Dairy
Products. This dairy company
produces condensed milk,
yoghurt and milk sterilized at
ultra-high temperatures, allowing
the company to take advantage
of the growing demand for
milk products.69 In 2014, the
company received approval to
build a $23-million-dollar plant
in Cambodia. By 2017, the plant
expects $54 million in revenue.70
Products from many European
dairy manufacturers are
distributed in Cambodia,
including Emborg, Frischli, Elle &
Vire, and more.

Baby Foods and
Nutritional Foods
for Children
There is a growth opportunity in
the baby food and child & baby
personal care market. While birth
rates are the second highest in
Asia, Cambodians spend the least
on these products.71 The CAGR
2013-2018 is predicted to be 8%. In
2013, $50 million was spent in the
baby food category.72
Demand for the convenience
of healthy, prepared foods for
babies and young children is likely
to grow as more women enter
the workforce.

Candy
Candy is a popular treat for
children among all income levels.
International Western brands
such as Nestlé’s Kit Kats and
Mars’ M&Ms are popular and well
distributed. XO candy from the
Jack ‘n Jill division of the Universal
Robina Corporation from the
Philippines is widely enjoyed.
Milk candies such as Milkita from
California, USA, are popular.
Low-income Cambodians buy
local sweets.

Nestle is taking advantage
of this growing market with
its Bear Brand, originally
from the Philippines.
Their marketing taps into
the desire for healthy
children: “Bear Brand
Cereal Beverageis the
best nutritious food for you
and your beloved family.”
Their marketing strategy
includes in-store tastings,
outdoor billboards,
tuk-tuk advertising,
and the product’s own
Facebook page:
BEAR-BRAND-Cambodia
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Snacks and Chips
Snack foods are also widely
purchased across all income
levels. Asian flavoured snacks
such as prawn, crab, and wasabi
are popular, and international
brands that adapt to local tastes
can compete successfully with
cheaper local brands. Street
snacks continue to be popular
with locals. British Tyrells chips are
popular with expatriates.

Ice-Cream
Ice-cream has become popular
in Cambodia, and international
brands compete with local handmade ice-cream sticks and
popsicles for sales. Korean brand
Lotte and Thai brand Cremo are
widely distributed, as is Unilever’s
Wall’s ice cream.
Affluent Cambodians will treat
themselves to Haagen Daz or
go to ice cream shops such as
Swensens, while rural villagers buy
locally made treats.

Bread and Packaged
Bakery Products
Most Cambodians eat rice at every
meal, and do not consider bread
a substitute for rice. However,
bread is increasing in popularity
and more bakeries are opening
up. Some Cambodians are adding
bread to their breakfast, often
eaten with the traditional soup.
Cambodians buy bread and
bakery products as a snack or
for special occasions, especially
in urban areas with access
to bakeries.
Asian bakeries such as South
Korea’s Tous Les Jours offer baked
products that suit Cambodian
tastes and are quickly adopted.
Bakeries such as France’s
Eric Kayser are introducing a
wider range of baked goods to
Cambodians. Customized cakes,
offered by many local bakeries,
are ordered for celebrations such
as birthdays.
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Packaged Cookies
and Biscuits
Mondelez distributes packages
of Oreo cookies throughout
Cambodia. They advertise on TV,
showing a son demonstrating to
his father the right way to eat an
Oreo. This commercial represents
typical family behaviour, where
new products such as Oreos are
introduced into the household by
children. Many Malaysian brands
such as Julie’s are well known
and distributed.
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Other brands rely on borrowed
equity to build brand preference.
The popular Lexus Crackers
from Munchy Food Industries,
a Malaysia-based snack
food manufacturer, appeal to
consumers who consider Lexus
cars as one of the top, highstatus brands.

Pasta
Middle-class Cambodians
have learned to love spaghetti
when they eat out, but few cook
spaghetti at home, stating that
they do not know how to cook it.
Among the younger generation,
cooking pasta at home has
become a sign of sophistication.

Canned Fruits
and Vegetables
Canned foods are rarely
purchased, although affluent
families may buy specialty items
such as canned mushrooms
or longans for holiday feasts.
Cambodians who buy canned fruit
and vegetables tend to look for
products from Thailand.

Oils

European brands such as Walkers
and Bonne Maman are popular
with expatriates and gaining
ground with affluent Cambodians.
Royal Dansk cookie tins are
purchased by Cambodians to give
as gifts, since they are packaged in
an attractive tin.

Most Cambodians cook with
vegetable oils and prefer brands
such as Healthy Chef from
Thailand. Some Cambodians
have been exposed to cooking
with olive oil.

Instant Noodles

Spreads such as peanut butter
are bought by westernized
Cambodians but are not
in common use.

Instant noodles are popular with
Cambodians, and even poor
Cambodians may occasionally
buy a package. Instant noodles
are consumed for breakfast or
as a snack any time of the day,
especially at night. Asian brands
such as Mama from Thailand
and Indomie from Indonesia
dominate the market.

Spreads

Evan Amos CC by 1.0
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Conclusions
Cambodia is a thriving and dynamic marketplace, ripe and open for
expansion in the area of packaged food. Spending on food is growing
rapidly. Changing lifestyles have led to changes in Cambodians’ eating
habits, leading to greater demand for imported food and an explosion
of new choices.
Changing tastes and aspirational living will continue to drive an interest
in new Western foods, especially those supported with educational
marketing. Companies that enter now will benefit from the ability to
shape the market, seize mindshare and establish brand loyalty.
Phnom Penh’s vibrant bar and restaurant scene appeals to both
expatriates and affluent Cambodians, creating more opportunity for
European food and dairy products.
Cambodians still shop at traditional markets, but modern supermarkets
are expanding their reach. Cambodians find shopping in a supermarket
to be an exciting adventure. Brands new to Cambodia are using
supermarkets to introduce their products with promotions and sampling,
and even cooking demonstrations.
Cambodians are trying new foods and learning about new brands.
Brands that establish themselves in Cambodia now have the opportunity
to build brand loyalty and market share.

61 Cambodia Exporter Guide, GAIN Report, 10/20/2015
62 “Industry forecast Cambodia,” BMI Research. Q2, 2016. P. 1.
63 “Consumers in Asia's markets of the future, Euromonitor. April 17, 2015.
64 “Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey 2014,” National Institute of Statistics Ministry of Planning. October 2015. p. 108.
65 TNS, Cambodian Life Summary Report, March 2016.
66 “Restaurant leaders survey in Phnom Penh,” Park Café, Hoem Seiha. July 7, 2014. p.5.
67 Fresh Hope for Local Dairy Producers, by Igor Kossov, Khmer Times, March 2015.
68 Interviews with consumers.
69 “Company Brief - Vinamilk To Construct Milk Plant In Cambodia,” BMI Research. October 2013.
70 “Vinamilk licensed to build $23m milk plant in Cambodia ,” Tuoitrenews. www.tuoitrenews.vn/business/16941/vinamilk-licensed-tobuild-23-mln-milk-plant-in-cambodia
71 “Consumers in Asia’s Markets of the Future,” Euromonitor. April 2015.
72 "Markets of the future Cambodia” Euromonitor. May 2015
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The Beverages Market

C

ambodia’s beverage market category is large and growing,
presenting many opportunities for European companies to
compete with existing local and global brands.

Cambodians are developing a taste for new beverages and
are open to trying new brands. European brands are well-respected by
many Cambodians.
Beverages are heavily marketed in Cambodia – beverages, including
alcohol, account for about 50% of all advertising spending.73 Local beer
brands and international soda brands are the biggest spenders.
The market for alcoholic beverages is growing, as affluent Cambodians
discover wines and cocktails, and a younger generation of women begin
to drink more beer.
The Cambodian alcohol market differs from much of the world in two
significant ways. First, there are no government restrictions on where
or when categories of beverages can be purchased, or by whom. Nor
is there is a legal drinking age. There has been some criticism of these
policies and their impact on the population, which has led to discussion
of considering a more restrictive policy.
Non-alcoholic beverages such as soda, soy milk, aloe and juice
drinks, are a popular treat for children and students. Energy drinks are
increasing in popularity, especially among men.
Most of the beer market is domestic, but other canned and bottled
beverage categories are dominated by imports. There is a small and
growing number of Cambodian companies entering the market,
including fruit juice and soy drinks manufacturers, coffee companies,
local breweries, and a mineral water company.
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Opportunities

Market Overview

Established businesses will
continue to dominate the market,
but there are opportunities for new
competitors.

Sales

Distribution

The drinks market is a relatively
large industry, at USD$700
million.74 In 2016, the non-alcoholic
beverage category is expected to
grow 10.6%. Between 2015 - 2020
this sector’s CAGR is expected to
be 11.1%. An increase in disposable
income, a young population
and tourism will grow beverage
consumption.75

Canned and bottled drinks,
including beer, are sold
everywhere from street carts
and mobile traders, to local
markets and chab houys (small
local shops), to minimarts and
supermarkets.

The expansion of modern trade
outlets makes distribution and
sales of imported beverages
easier for new market entrants.
European brands of fruit juices or
other non-alcoholic beverages
could find rapid adoption if
supported by effective marketing
and promotion of their unique
properties and their point of origin.
European wines and spirit
brands will find well-established
distribution channels available and
can build market share with locals,
expatriates, and tourists.
Although there are many products
and brands distributed in most
beverage categories, there are a
few categories where imported
brands are underdeveloped.
These categories represent
opportunities for brands to enter
the market with little competition:
Sugar-free beverages, which
will find a ready market with
expats who prefer them, and
would have an opportunity to
educate Cambodians that it is not
healthy to consume a great deal
of sugar in beverages
●

British and other international
tea brands, missed by homesick
expats, with potential markets
among tea-drinking Cambodians
who could be interested in trying
something new
●

Sports beverages such as
Gatorade, which could market
to young Cambodian men
as a healthier replacement
to the energy drinks they
currently consumer before or
after working out
●

Sales increases of imported
beverages are driven by changing
Cambodian consumption habits,
as well as by expatriates and
tourists who value brands they
know from home.
Alcoholic drinks, such as beer
and spirits are projected to show
compound annual growth rates
of at least 13% between 2013 and
2018.76 Growth is due to higher
disposable income, a young
population and more women
drinking beer. In addition, more
brewers are spending money on
marketing to help drive demand.77

Bars, restaurants, and hotels
are important outlets for
European beverages.
The market is expanding
beyond Phnom Penh, as more
sophisticated bars and restaurants
are opening in Siem Reap, along
the coast, and in Battambang,
where European beverages are
served. Tourism continues to
grow, providing opportunities
to further increase European
beverage sales.
Both domestically produced
and imported beverages are
distributed through informal and
formal channels. Most imported
beverages are distributed to
the largest customers such as
supermarkets by general food and
beverage distributors.
In addition, there is a large
network of smaller scale
wholesalers who purchase in bulk
and resell to vendors and small
shops, both in the urban capital
and in the rural provinces.
Specialty importers often focus on
a single category and/or region(s),
such as French wines, or premium
or artisanal spirits.78 Importers such
as Celliers D’Asie operate a retail
storefront as well as distributing to
hotels, bars, and restaurants.

Grey Market
The grey market presents
challenges for even the largest,
most established brands in
Cambodia. Coca-Cola sales
dipped in 2015, which they
attributed to a flood of illegal
beverage imports, despite their
investment in local production
facilities. 79
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Consumer Behaviour and Trends
Beverage consumption habits are changing
Cultural norms around alcohol consumption are changing, particularly
among affluent Cambodians, who tend to be better educated with wider
exposure to different cultural views. Cambodia continues to have very
traditional gender roles around entertainment: men go out and women
stay home. However, for the established wealthy and rising middle-class
Cambodians, more men and women are now going out together and
enjoying wine and cocktails, in addition to perennially popular beer.80
Beer consumption is increasing among women and younger people as
cultural attitudes shift, supported by local brand advertising that targets
those segments.

Alcoholic beverages are an important status symbol
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As in many Asian nations, status is important in the emerging consumer
culture of Cambodia, and one’s choice of alcoholic beverages is an
important conveyer of status across all segments of Cambodian society.
The price of the beer and whiskey served at weddings – ostentatiously
displayed at each table -- is a reflection of the affluence of the family,
and its ability to entertain lavishly. Wine and imported spirits have
become luxury products important in the display of an affluent and
aspirational lifestyle.

Overview of Beverage Categories
Beer
Cambodia has one of the fastest growing beer markets in Southeast
Asia.81 Growth rates are estimated at near 20% in recent years.82
Beer has traditionally been drunk mainly by men, whether at home, or out
with friends at popular Beer Gardens and KTV (karaoke) bars. However,
women are now beginning to drink more beer, encouraged by more
exposure to a Western lifestyle, and advertising that shows young women
having fun and drinking beer in a modern setting. Beer companies are
spending heavily on marketing to promote their brands and to associate
beer with a young, fun lifestyle.83
The beer market is dominated by two players, CamBrew, a subsidiary of
Carlsberg A/S, with their Angkor beer brand, and Cambodia Beer Limited
(CBL), associated with Heineken. Together these two companies owned
82% of the market for domestically brewed beer as of 2014, with smaller
local brewers sharing the rest of the market.
CamBrew’s Angkor beer, with it’s popular “My Country, My Beer” slogan,
has the greatest market share. CamBrew also makes Bayon Beer, Klang
Beer, Black Panther stout and Angkor Extra Stout.
Cambodia Beer Limited (CBL), backed by Heineken, brews Anchor,
ABC, Tiger, plus economy beer, Golden Crown. The Heineken Company
reported strong volume growth in Cambodia in the third quarter of 2015,
especially with their Tiger brand of beer.84
Newer market entrant Khmer Brewery (Cambodia beer) is growing, and
two smaller breweries, Kingdom Breweries and Ganzberg, have had
some success moving into the market.85 The Khmer Brewery, makers
of Cambodia Beer, stated that they have 20% of the market for beer
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in Cambodia in 2015.86 All of
the Cambodian beer brands
spend heavily on marketing and
promotions.87
Twenty-eight percent of the beer
market comes from abroad, and
is mainly distributed via Thailand
and Vietnam. Legal beer imports in
2013 were 7.7 million litres, and it is
estimated that 5 times more came
across the borders unofficially.88

here, are increasing in popularity.
Danish beer Tuborg has recently
entered the market.
One local success story is Brunty’s
Premium Cider, a British product
that is brewed in Cambodia and
competes with imported beer
sales. Brunty’s founders launched
their product in 2013, have grown
their market in Cambodia, and are
now expanding regionally.90

Brands such as Leo Beer
brewed by Singha in Thailand
are marketing successfully
to younger drinkers, through
both marketing saturation and
affordable price-point which
appeals to this target.89

Imported Wine

Although Cambodians are
just beginning to develop a
taste for craft beers, there has
been a recent surge in local
microbreweries, including
Kingdom Breweries, the Himawari
Hotel Microbrewery, Cervesia
Craft Brewhouse, and Five
Men Fresh Beer.

Wine consumption and purchases
in Cambodia were formerly
dominated by expatriates and
tourists, but that is changing.
European wines are growing in
popularity in Cambodia among
young affluent Cambodians as well
as the Cambodian elite, who want
to drink expensive French wines as
part of the lifestyle they aspire to.

The market for European
imported beers is small but
growing, as European beers
are featured at popular bars
and restaurants, and are more
available in modern trade
outlets. International brands
such as Heineken, Carlsberg
and Corona, all of which have
strong distribution networks

Wines and spirits are an
important European export to
Cambodia. Taxes are lower than
in neighbouring countries, making
imported wines affordable.

Cambodian consumers want
reassurance that they are buying
the “right” wines, wines that
confer status and are known to
be consumed in foreign markets.
There is an opportunity for brands
to establish share of market if they
enter now and educate consumers
about their unique position
and brand value.

Local Wine
Provincial Cambodians drink palm
wine and rice wine, which are
locally brewed and inexpensive.
The rice wine is not actually a
wine but a distilled liquor with
varied potency. As a home distilled
beverage there is also always the
risk of improper distillation leading
to methanol poisoning and safety
concerns around sanitation.

Wine is still considered a special
occasion drink, not typically
for consumption at home with
family. Cambodians are more
likely to drink wine when going
out with friends, at a party or
event, or to impress business
partners over dinner.

Arnold Rossolino of the French Wine Collection
“My customers are mainly Cambodians, high and middle class. Cambodians love to enjoy themselves
and to go out. The higher class tends to change their habits into a European way of life - principally
inspired by the French, because of France’s history in Cambodia. Since the end of the war, Cambodians
feel free from oppression and are eager to learn more about the European life style and the luxury
products related to it. Wine is a luxury product.
Our customers are mainly men because in their culture, men go out more than women. They are fond of
karaokes, clubs, bars.
This market is expanding. More and more wine shops and distributors are opening. Not so long
ago, the few wine shops were mainly for rich Cambodians and expatriates, now you can buy it
everywhere in town.
The market is now open to very expensive French wines as well. Many Cambodians became very
wealthy, very quickly. What they want now, is to have a higher quality of life. They love Western/French
luxurious products because they want to access the Western/French life style. It is well seen to invite
your family, your friends and to offer expensive products such as French wine."
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Spirits

Coffee

Imported whiskeys are the spirit
of choice among traditional
Cambodian society, and
many European brands are
successfully sold here.

Coffee was first introduced to
Cambodia by the French. Currently
there is limited cultivation of
coffee in Cambodia, although
several small enterprises, including
Ratanakiri Coffee and Mondulkiri
Coffee, are growing the market,
and the Cambodian coffee
industry has seen a rapid increase
in market value in recent years.
Local coffee brands FeelGood and
Rumblefish are gaining popularity.
In 2014, the country imported
over twenty-nine thousand metric
tons of coffee.93

The local cocktail scene is
booming, driving the growth of
the market for other spirits in
Cambodia. Phnom Penh’s bar
scene, once known for colonial
riverside pubs and backpacker
bars, has seen an explosion of
new bars with modern designs
and innovative cocktails. These
new bars and restaurants,
often opened by foreigners,
compete for attention with new
concepts and new cocktail
recipes, attracting a mix of
affluent Cambodians, expatriates,
and tourists.
New Zealanders William and
George Norbert-Munns are
credited with kicking off the
cocktail-bar scene explosion in
2012 with several notable and
chic bars and have continued
to add new venues to this
growing market.
Distributors such as La Familia
and Celliers D’Asie (CDA) go
beyond distribution and ensure
adoption of their specialty
products by training bartenders
on new cocktails that feature
spirits that they offer. They also
sponsor events to introduce new
spirits and cocktails to consumers,
helping to further expand
their market.92
Cambodian consumers are eager
to learn about new spirits, and as
with wine, they want reassurance
that they are buying the right
spirits that provide the status
they wish to project. There is an
opportunity for brands to build
market share if they enter now
and educate consumers about
their product and their brand.

Coffee consumption has grown
dramatically in popularity among
Cambodians. Most Cambodians
buy their coffee at a coffee shop,
local shop, gas station coffee shop,
or street cart, rather than brewing
coffee at home. Sweetened,
iced coffee drinks with added
condensed milk and sugar are
more popular than Western-style
espresso or American coffees.
The growing middle class of
Phnom Penh has embraced coffee
shop culture. Cambodians have
become increasingly brand and
status conscious, choosing brands
that showcase their success.
Spending time at a name-brand
coffee shop or carrying a branded
cup on the go provides an
opportunity to have an experience
that feels international and to
display their new affluence.
The number of coffee shops in
Phnom Penh continues to grow,
with additional locations keeping
pace with expanded retail options.
International chains in Phnom
Penh include chains from the
U.S. (Starbucks, Coffee Bean &
Tea Leaf), Australia (Gloria Jean’s),
France (Café Le Diplomate, Maison
Eric Kayser), the U.K. (Costa), Laos
(Dao, Joma), Singapore (Artease,
YaKun), South Korea (Caffe Bene,
Tous les Jour), Thailand (True
Coffee), and Taiwan (Koi Café).
The most popular coffee shop
chain in Phnom Penh is Brown
Coffee, which successfully
leverages a combination of an
international and aspirational

ambiance with a strong emphasis
on its Cambodian heritage and
ownership. With this unique
combination, Brown competes
effectively with the international
chains in the battle for brand
supremacy. However, the strong
bias toward international brands
remains important, as seen
from the frenzy of interest when
Starbucks entered an already
crowded market. In addition,
there are many individual coffee
shops and small local chains who
continue to command loyalty
among certain segments.
Despite this explosion of coffee
culture, few Cambodians
brew coffee at home and few
Cambodians are able to name a
brand for ground coffee.94 Ground
coffee can be difficult to find
in Cambodia, even in modern
trade establishments, suggesting
that there is a gap in the market.
International brands available
in Cambodia include Lavazza
from Italy, Grand Mere from The
Netherlands, and BonCafe, a
Singaporean company that has
been acquired by The Massimo
Zanetti Beverage Group (MZB
Group) of Italy.
Home and office coffee
consumption tends to be instant
coffee, primarily “3-in-1”, an instant
beverage widely drunk in Asia.
It is a mixture of instant coffee,
non-dairy creamer and refined
sugar. This coffee is popular due
to its convenience, affordable
price and acceptable taste.
Leading 3-in-1 coffee brands
include Maxim, Nescafe, Maxwell
House, IndoCafe, MacCoffee, and
Birdy. Healthy ingredients such
as Ginseng are being added to
differentiate products through
health benefit claims. Nescafe
is the most popular brand of
instant coffee.94
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has the feel
“Cambodia
of Thailand 25 years
ago, when everyone
had to go there, there’s
so much buzz and
excitement here.

”

Dah Lee,
owner of chic Asian fusion
restaurant Mama Wong.91

Tea

Soda

While currently enjoying the
position of the single mostconsumed non-alcoholic drink
category, the rapid adoption of
Western preferences is predicted
to lead to a significant decline
in tea’s popularity over the next
five years.96

International brands Coca-Cola
and Pepsi are bottled in Cambodia
in cans with Cambodian language,
and both are widely distributed.
Many Cambodian parents limit the
amount of soda that they allow
their children to drink, especially
colas, and prefer to buy their
children aloe or fruit drinks, soy
milk, or a fresh coconut98.

Cambodians enjoy both tea and
coffee, although tea is more
popular, with 87% surveyed
consuming it compared to 80%
for coffee. They prefer their tea in
dry loose leaf form (93%) over tea
bags (1%) or ready to drink (6%).
Ready to drink (RTD) tea is usually
consumed outside the home,
while the other tea categories are
for home consumption. Oishi is
the number one RTD tea brand
in Cambodia. Lipton is the most
popular tea bag brand.97
There are several popular chains
that specialize in tea drinks,
including KOI Cafe and Chatime.
As with coffee drinks, Cambodians
prefer sweet, iced tea beverages.
Singapore “haute couture” tea
brand TWG recently opened a tea
salon and boutique in the most
expensive real estate in Cambodia,
Vattanac Capital Tower, adding
lifestyle tea consumption to its
growing luxury retail space.

However, despite current attitudes,
carbonated soft drinks are likely to
experience the fastest growth in
the beverage market in Cambodia,
which is the norm in low-income
markets.99 Both Coca-Cola
and Pepsi promote heavily in
Cambodia. Coca-Cola recently
launched an extensive outdoor
campaign, including many tuk-tuks
(motorized rickshaws) and other
signage, as well as TV support.
Pepsi has launched new cans with
the Cambodian flag on them.
Other popular carbonated sodas
available in Cambodia include
other beverages from Coca-Cola
(Sprite, Fanta, Aquarius), other
Pepsi company beverages bottled
by Angkor Beverage, including
7Up, Mirinda, Revive, and Otsuka’s
Pocari Sweat from Japan.

Fruit Juice
Cambodians love fresh fruit juice
and smoothies, which are widely
available in restaurants, roadside
stalls, and traditional markets.
As with coffee, condensed milk
and sugar are often added to
these drinks. In plentiful supply
and cheaply priced, fresh whole
coconuts are sold not only by
street vendors around town, but
in both local and upscale bars
and restaurants. Fresh sugar
cane juice is a popular treat from
street vendors.
Local bottled brands of fruit juice
such as Freshy, KMF, and Confirel
are gaining niche status, while
international brands such as Malee
from Thailand, Yeo’s and Sunfresh
from Singapore, Ceres from South
Africa, Dimes from Turkey, and
Fontana from Cyprus can be found
in supermarkets and minimarts.
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Energy Drinks
Energy drinks are popular,
especially with young men. Most
of the market is owned by Thai
brands Red Bull and Carabao.
The Korean brand Bacchus has
invested heavily in advertising in
Cambodia, resulting in dramatic
increases in market share and
sales.100 Monster energy drink is
available in limited distribution, but
the large can size and high price
tag limit purchasing.

Other Drinks: Soy
Drinks, Aloe Drinks
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Perhaps as many as 90%
of Cambodians are lactose
intolerant,101 and soy milk drinks
are gaining in popularity as an
alternative to dairy products. Aloe
drinks, sometimes combined with
soy, are also increasingly popular,
due to their perceived health
benefits as well as appealing taste.
Local company FoodFrienz
launched their “SuperBean”
Soya Milk, made locally, which
competes with local brand
DayDay. Other popular brands
include Korean Paldo and OKF,
Thailand’s Dutch Mill Group
Soy Secretz, and Lactosoy
from Thailand.

Bottled Water
There is a large and growing
market for purified and bottled
water in Cambodia. Cambodia’s
market for mineral and purified
water is estimated at 500 million
litres, and annual growth rates of
5% to 10% are expected in coming
years.102 Although tap water is
safe to drink in Phnom Penh, most
residents prefer to buy bottled
water to ensure local pipework
does not impart impurities. Tap
water, when available, is generally
not safe to drink in the rest of
the country.
Almost all of Cambodia’s water
bottling companies take water
from local rivers or receive treated
water from the Phnom Penh Water
Authority. Unlicensed or poorly
regulated bottled-water factories
and unhygienic bottled water are

of concern in Cambodia, creating
opportunities for international
brands to establish themselves
with reputations of quality
and safety.103
The Eau Kulen brand of water is a
popular mineral water bottled in
Cambodia, and is having success
with their high quality product at
a low price. Most of their sales
are in Phnom Penh, but they
are increasing distribution and
finding markets in Siem Reap,
Battambang, Kampong Cham,
and plan further expansion
across Cambodia.104
Dominant purified bottled water
providers in Cambodia include La
Vie from Vietnam, now owned by
Nestlé, Dasani from Coca-Cola,
Aquafina from Pepsi, and Hong
Kong-based EuroTech.
European brands of bottled water
are available in modern trade and
many F&B outlets. Evian is widely
distributed, as are Perrier and
San Pellegrino.
When offered water at restaurants,
there is a significant price – and
status – difference in ordering local
versus imported waters.

Dairy
Dairy products are covered in the
Packaged Food section.

Our growth depends very
“much
on education. You
have to explain, explain,
explain the health benefit
of minerals. We have to tell
them what this is. When
people start to drink Kulen,
they don’t stop. We keep
our customers.

”

Dr. Jacques Marcille,
CEO, Kulen.
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Conclusion
The market for beverages is well established and well served in
Cambodia, with many international brands widely available.
Sales of imported brands continue to grow, driven by changes
in local consumption habits, as well as growing expatriate and
tourist populations.
The market for non-alcoholic drinks is flooded by new entrants from
Asian brands, including large companies such as Japan’s OKF and
Indonesia’s Indofoods, as well as small boutique brands from Thailand.
The market for imported alcoholic beverages is growing, with
European brands increasing their distribution. European wines compete
successfully with New World wines that do not have the same level of
perceived status.
Many beverage brands are heavily supported by marketing and
promotion, with beer leading the way in advertising spend. Brands
attempting to enter the market should be prepared to spend on
advertising.
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The Personal Care Market

C

ambodia’s personal care market is small but growing. Visit
any of the major supermarkets in Phnom Penh and there will
be a large assortment of personal care products to choose
from. Until recently, these products were considered an
unaffordable luxury among much of Cambodia’s population,
but now usage is increasing rapidly.
Even the poorest among Cambodia’s populations place a high
importance on personal hygiene and grooming, and are trying new
products in product categories that are new to them.
In recent years, education levels and Internet access have been rising
rapidly, changing the personal care goods market. Young Cambodians
are taking personal grooming cues from the outside world and learning
about new products online.
Marketers are spending on advertising to support personal care brands.
Advertising spend is second only to beverages, and accounts for about
16% of total advertising spend in Cambodia.105
Cambodia’s young population and eager desire to belong in the modern
world means that sales of personal care products will continue to grow
for years to come.

care products
“arePersonal
a top area where
people spend money to
upgrade their lifestyle
as their incomes rise.
Shampoo and toothpaste
are among the first
personal care items to
show growth in sales in a
developing market.

”

Sonia Kapoor, FMCG
Developing Markets Consultant
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Opportunities
While desire to consume exists, many consumers are
not yet familiar with brands and the utility of certain
products, but are eager to learn. Brands that enter
the market now have the opportunity to educate
these consumers and build brand loyalty.

Although there are many personal care products
and brands distributed in Cambodia, there are a few
categories where distribution is still underdeveloped.
These categories represent opportunities for brands
to enter the market

The personal care market lends itself to celebrity
endorsement. Local celebrities are already being
used by local brands, and could be an effective way
for imported brands to connect with Cambodians,
showcase that they are a product suitable for the
local market, and gain trial and mindshare.

● Shaving products, not yet widely adopted by
Cambodians, but sought out by expats
● European hair care products, missed by
Europeans who can’t find what they want, and an
opportunity to market to Cambodians who highly
value beautiful hair
● Baby wipes, and other baby/child products,
adding more product categories to take advantage
of the growing population and parents willing to
spend on their babies, as well as satisfy the needs
of expats who currently bring products back
from trips home
● Breathe right strips, unavailable in Cambodia
but widely distributed in neighbouring countries,
suggesting that there is a potential market here
● Electric tooth brushes, to take advantage of the
importance of dental hygiene to Cambodians by
offering them a product with extra features popular in
other countries

There are opportunities at all levels of products, from
mass-market to mid-range to premium.
The lower end of the market is becoming
increasingly brand conscious, creating opportunities
for value brands. The mid-to-upper end of the
market is hungry for new product brands and
product categories. Successful entrants should
include educational marketing and advertising to
support their growth.
The increasing presence of modern supermarkets
and malls and Western-style beauty boutiques
provide distribution opportunities for brands looking
to enter the market.

Market Overview
Sales
The total annual spending on
personal care goods in Cambodia
is just $235 million, amounting to
only $16 spent on this category per
person per year.106 While this may
seem insignificant when compared
with a Western country such as
the USA which spends $252 per
person per year, as a percentage
of Cambodia’s household
spending, personal care makes
up 1.9% of total spend.107 Compare
this to the USA which spends only
.6% of total household spending
on personal care goods, and one
can see how valued personal care
goods are to Cambodians.108
This value of personal care
products to Cambodians is further
exhibited in the CAGR for this
category. For 2013 to 2018 this
sector is expected to grow at
18% CAGR, compared to the total
consumer spending for the same
period which is expected at 10%
CAGR. Consumers will likely spend
their growing incomes on personal

Distribution
care goods over other product
categories.109 The only two product
categories that are expected to
outperform personal care over
that same period are household
goods and packaged food. This
CAGR is large in comparison to
the worldwide 5 year CAGR for
personal care products over the
same period which stands at just
3.4%. However, for Cambodia, even
though an 18% CAGR is huge, one
must remember that the actual
dollar increase of this growth
will only amount to $61 million
a year.110 111

Of all of the large Western
personal care goods parent
companies operating on a
national scale in Cambodia, only
Unilever operates their own
in-house distribution channels.
This distribution model sees their
core products on the shelves of
even the smallest village corner
store. Unilever estimates that
nearly 90% of its sales are from
traditional Cambodian trading
outlets and only 10% from modern
Western-style retail locations.112
Building such established
distribution models requires
investment and oversight that
Unilever has mastered globally.
Other Western companies in
Cambodia partner with local
distribution companies that have
the ability to push their products
far and wide.
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Personal care goods are
distributed through eight main
retail outlets in Cambodia:
Traditional Markets
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Traditional markets are the
hub of traditional trade in
Cambodia, these markets are
made up of hundreds of small
family owned shops with each
usually specializing in a certain
product category. At traditional
markets, most basic need
personal care products can be
found although brand selection
is limited. These markets are
crowded, disorganized, and
not air-conditioned, but prices
are cheaper than at other retail
locations. For example, a 340 ML
bottle of Clear Menthol Shampoo
at a traditional market was only
$2.90 while the exact same
bottle at Lucky Supermarket was
$3.90. Products sold at traditional
markets are usually mass-market
and aimed at the lower end
of the consumer market, or
cheap products imported from
local countries.
Chab Houys
Chab houys are small family
owned non air conditioned shops
that stock a very limited selection
of staple FMCG goods. These are
ubiquitous in Phnom Penh and
one can be found on nearly every
street. In regards to personal care
products, prices are generally
comparable to traditional markets.
Chab houy owners usually buy
items in bulk at traditional markets
to resell at their small shops.
Distribution companies also deliver
products directly to chab houys
in order to ensure their products
are stocked. Most chab houys that
are located close together stock
identical products and are the
most popular shopping destination
for staple personal care goods
such as toothpaste and shampoo.

Supermarkets
Supermarkets are where
consumers go to buy specialty
items or brands that are not
carried at traditional markets or
chab houys. While the stock is
more diverse than traditional retail
outlets, the price is usually higher
than at traditional retail outlets due
to higher overhead of the modern
retailers. Lucky supermarket is
by far the largest supermarket
chain in Cambodia with more
than 10 stores in Phnom Penh
and locations in both Siem Reap
and Sihanoukville. Other popular
supermarkets that carry personal
care items include Bayon Market,
Aeon Supermarket, Thai Huot
and SuperDuper.
Western-style
Convenience Stores
Western-style convenience
stores, or minimarts, are small
air conditioned shops, similar to
the minimarts found in Western
countries. This retail style is not
as popular as it is in neighbouring
countries such as Thailand, and
these shops tend to be located
in expatriate areas. The product
selection is more diverse than in
traditional trade shops, with more
categories such as deodorants.
Popular convenience stores in
Cambodia include Smile Mart, Kiwi
Mart, Panda Mart, and U-care.
Boutique Shops
For mid to high-end personal care
goods and cosmetics, boutiques
are becoming a popular retail
destination, both as standalone
shops and in malls. Many of these
shops bring in products through
grey channels so they are popular
among Cambodians looking for
discounted international beauty
products. Some popular stores are
Beauty Buffet, Beauté Shop and
Samros Phnom Penh Beauty Shop.
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Branded Stores

Product Availability

A relatively recent trend in
Cambodia, branded storefronts are
growing in popularity. While it is
not usually the brand that directly
controls these locations, but rather
the distributor, each location sells
only one brand. Personal care
brands that have branded stores
in Cambodia are Clarins, Revlon,
L’Occitane, Shiseido and Nature
Republic among others.

Overall, the number of products
available is fragmented at the
modern retail level and relatively
concentrated at the traditional
market level. For example, at one
Lucky Supermarket (the largest
supermarket chain in Cambodia),
in Phnom Penh, shampoos on
stock consisted of 32 brands from
22 separate parent companies
manufactured in 13 different
countries. At the traditional market
level, competition is far more
concentrated. Products from
international giants Unilever,
Proctor & Gamble, and ColgatePalmolive are well distributed.
Most of their products are
manufactured within ASEAN.
They compete almost exclusively
against Thai and other ASEAN
products in traditional trade.

Online
For the majority of Cambodians,
online shopping is still a new
concept. However, for Cambodia’s
youth who are spending more
time online, online shopping is
beginning to take off. Roserb.com
is leading the way in personal
care online shopping. Roserb’s
success comes from their founder,
Chhaleta Chharoat, who posts
educational videos of how to
use the products on YouTube.
This attracts viewers and buyers
and fills a need for education
due to Cambodians’ unfamiliarity
with personal care products.
Increasingly Facebook and
Instagram stores are becoming
popular as the online equivalent of
a physical beauty boutique shop.
Like their physical counterparts,
many of the products sold through
these channels are brought
into the country through grey
market channels.

Grey Market
The grey market economy
(parallel imports) in Cambodia
is pervasive. Non-ASEAN
produced personal care goods
are generally subjected to a 7%
import tariff or higher, and highticket personal care goods such
as foreign cosmetics are taxed
with an additional excise tax of
10%. Grey market items have
not paid these taxes. Often the
outlets that carry the grey market
products do not collect the 10%
VAT tax. The tax savings by grey
importers are sometimes passed
on to consumers, resulting in
a lower retail price which can
undercut legitimately imported
products. Although no industry
experts interviewed for this
report would go on record,
investigations suggest that some
well-known and popular beauty
stores in Phnom Penh are entirely
stocked through grey market
import methods.
Grey market distribution presents
a challenge for companies looking
to control their market presence.
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Manufacturing
Locally branded and manufactured personal care competition is nascent
in Cambodia. The Khmer Household & Healthcare Co. (KHH) which
was founded in 2015, is locally owned and locally manufactured. KHH’s
products were present at both modern retail and traditional retail locations
and sold at a price point lower than all other competition, signifying
that this could be the start of a shift towards more locally branded and
manufactured personal care products. As electricity costs and other
manufacturing costs fall in Cambodia, local brands may compete more
effectively with international and other ASEAN brands at the lower end
of the market.
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Production of personal care products from international companies
is almost never done within Cambodia; none of the international
players doing business here have a local manufacturing facility. Due to
geographic convenience and inter-ASEAN tax benefits, international
companies generally prefer to manufacture personal care products
destined for Cambodia within ASEAN.
At the higher end of the consumer buying spectrum, non-ASEAN made
products are sold, as the higher sales price points can absorb the higher
tax and sourcing costs. Referring back to the shampoo observations at
Lucky Supermarket, 13 out of the 22 parent companies manufactured
their goods outside of ASEAN.
However, for large international companies with a significant presence
in ASEAN, the benefits of manufacturing within ASEAN usually outweigh
the costs, and nearly all of the major global personal care manufacturers
such as Unilever, P&G, Colgate Palmolive, L’Oréal, and LG Household
& Healthcare all manufacture their Cambodia-bound products
within ASEAN.
Due to both convenience and customer perception of quality, the largest
manufacturing origin for the majority of personal care products coming
into Cambodia is from Thailand. Unilever stated that over 70% of their
products sold in Cambodia are produced in Thailand. Referring back to
the shampoo example, of the 9 companies that produced within ASEAN,
5 of those companies were manufacturing Cambodia bound products
in Thailand. Due to both consumer perceptions of quality and general
negative sentiment towards Vietnam, industry experts have indicated us
that consumers will actually memorize the UPC code that corresponds
with a product being manufactured in Vietnam to make sure that
products they buy do not come from there.

Unbranded Products
Another trend in Cambodia especially targeted at the lowest income
populations is the local production or importation from China and Vietnam
of unregulated “backyard” produced goods. This is especially prevalent
for aspirational products such as cosmetics and whitening creams, where
the prohibitive cost of the real product leads imitators to fill the niches.
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Consumer Behaviour and Trends

“My family buys shampoo
and other products when
we visit Thailand. The only
products we buy here
in Cambodia are from
someone we know who
imports them directly
from the U.S.

”

Interview
with Phnom Penh resident

Cambodians prefer imported products
Trust of Cambodian-made brands is low and consumers with the ability
to afford international goods prefer to buy non-Cambodian goods.
This lack of trust may change as some Cambodians have launched
skin care lines aimed at more affluent shoppers. These brands rely
on celebrity endorsement and promotions in shopping malls to gain
market share.

Labels are challenging for Cambodians
As Cambodia’s consuming population is small, content and information
about products is only localized with Cambodian content for popular
products that can be produced and sold at scale. Otherwise English is
the main language used, to allow the same product to be manufactured
for Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar or for even broader international
distribution. For many products, the local language of the country that
the product is produced in is the only one used on the product.
This lack of Cambodian labelling on most products creates a fractured
sense of product awareness among non-English speaking Cambodians.
Cambodians indicated frustrations when trying to buy specialized
products at a Western supermarket – where unlike a local market, there
is very little product knowledge and help available from the sales staff,
to guide the purchaser in the right direction. Even when a product is
labelled in Cambodian, it can be difficult for consumers to understand
what the product is and what it does. There are no words in Cambodian
for many new personal care products.
The limitations of communicating with labels means that
companies need to consider local marketing and promotions to
educate consumers.

Cambodians seek more product knowledge
For the middle class
customer, there is more
emphasis on education
for new products that
solve problems that
consumers were not
aware of. International
brands such as Nivea
have developed television
advertising for unfamiliar
product categories
such as deodorant and
acne cream in a bid to
familiarize consumers
with these product
offerings.113 As mentioned,
roserb.com has found
success by educating its
customers about products
that they do not yet use,
such as sunscreen and
makeup remover.

Product and brand knowledge in Cambodia is limited. Educational
marketing for personal care goods is very important.
For the rural and urban poor, the goal is to convert users from using
fake and unregulated products to using branded products, by making
branded products available in small packages or sachets.
In many households, it is the younger more educated generation that is
educating the older generations on what products to use.

Asian countries are the strongest influencers of
beauty product choices
Consumers get their beauty cues from other Asian countries, primarily
Korea, Japan and to a lesser extent Thailand. For example, whitening
products have become popular, inspired by pan-Asian trends.
Older Cambodians still look to Thailand, but younger Cambodians are
most influenced by Korea. Western cultures are less influential, and
many Cambodians have limited exposure to Western role models.
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Salons and barber
shops are an important
channel for products
Salons and barber shops are
inexpensive and ubiquitous. Many
men and women rely on services
at salons and barber shops
on a regular basis, decreasing
their need to buy products for
home use. They learn about new
products when they visit, so that
salons can become an important
point for market entry and help
create brand ambassadors.
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Salons themselves can be brand
ambassadors—for example—
the Arya Vong Kim Hair salon
represents L’Oreal and sells
products to other salons. Highend salons such as Tony & Guy
and Kate Korpi have entered
the market, and provide a
distribution outlet for more
expensive products.

Cambodians are starting
to become interested in
organic products Australian
company Natures Organics.
recently entered the
Cambodian market, selling
plant-based shampoos
and body care products,
hoping to capitalize on
more health-conscious
consumers who are afraid
of dangerous chemicals in
their products.

Personal Care Behaviour
by Segment
Low Income
While this population has very limited disposable income, they still
see personal hygiene and grooming as an important part of daily
life. This segment of the population regularly uses toothbrushes and
toothpaste, shampoo, bar soap, feminine products, and even occasionally
cosmetics and whitening creams. The low disposable income of this
customer segment is offset by its strength in numbers, as over 62% of the
Cambodian population falls into this segment. 114
To capitalize on demand from these consumers who have very little
monthly spending power, manufacturers have popularized the “sachet”
model, small size packaging for basic personal care products such as
shampoo, to allow consumers with little disposable income to purchase
their goods in affordable sizes. This consumer segment does not shop in
Western-style supermarkets; they mostly buy their goods in local markets
or Cambodian-style corner shops.
P&G, Unilever and Colgate Palmolive dominate the personal care goods
sachet space. The Khmer Household & Healthcare Co undercuts the
price of the other three leading companies. While the quantity allows their
products to be affordable, basic rules of bulk still apply to this market,
and comparing the same per ML cost of a sachet product to that same
product sold in a bottle form, the sachet will be slightly more expensive
per ML. So in the end these low-income customers are in fact spending
the most money by volume.
As this customer segment is both the least educated about brands and
has the least spending power, fake and unregulated products have
a significant presence in this consumer segments’ price range. This is
especially true for more aspirational products such as cosmetics and
whitening creams, where the prohibitive cost of the real product leads
imitators to fill the gaps in product availability. This could lead to brand
devaluation and loss of trust if your brand becomes a target of copying.
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Less-affluent / Lower Middle Class
Like the previous segment, these consumers see personal hygiene and
grooming as an important part of daily life, and their concept of what
personal grooming consists of and what is hygienic is more informed
and more practiced, and they use a wider range of products.
This segment may take an occasional trip to a Western-style
supermarket for specialty goods that cannot be purchased in local
markets, but the majority of their shopping is still done in local markets
and corner stores.
Women in this segment spend money on cosmetics and skin whitening
creams as well as basic grooming products.

Middle Class
About 10% of the population, this segment has high discretionary
spending, allowing them to afford numerous personal care products
and the ability to buy the product they feel is best with less concern
about the price.
English is spoken among much of this segment, so customers are able to
read labels and use the Internet to learn about products. They are more
likely to use a wider range of products, and are more aware of brands.
This segments’ increased awareness of the world means that they
want specialized products from foreign countries beyond the big three
companies. They tend to take their inspiration from Asian countries such
as Korea and Japan, who are actively marketing to them. They will spend
money on expensive branded products that promise beauty benefits.

Wealthy Cambodians
Less than 1% of the population, this segment has high discretionary
income. For day-to-day purchasing of personal care products, much is
done by a hired helper. While this segment expects the highest quality
products, they may not have a very developed sense of which brands are
high quality and what constitutes high quality. Even affluent Cambodians
grew up in a world without many brand options. This is changing rapidly,
as much of this segment now travels abroad. They have learned to buy
high-end personal care products and cosmetics at duty free shops,
where they trust the quality. Their needs are underserved by current retail
options within Cambodia.
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Overview
of Personal Care Product Categories

Shampoo

Deodorant

Perfume, Cologne

Used by all Cambodians,
purchased in sachets by those
who cannot afford a full bottle.

Use of this category is growing
as brands run TV campaigns
that educate them on the
importance of this product. Some
Cambodians do not think that
women need to use deodorant,
or believe that the traditionally
- used natural mineral salt
deodorant is all they need.

Popular with all but the poorest
women, price points differ
depending on income; men are a
much smaller market.

Hair Conditioner
One of the first products added to
purchasing as incomes rise.
Hair Styling Products
Popular purchase with men
as well as with women of all
income levels.
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Feminine Hygiene Products
Widely used by most women,
even those with limited incomes.

Toothpaste

Disposable Diapers for Babies

Used by all Cambodians except
for the very poorest.

Used regularly by middle and
lower middle class families, but
lower-income families will only
use diapers when traveling.

Bar Soap
Used by most Cambodians, but
the lowest-income Cambodians
may use dish soap to wash
themselves and not have a
separate soap for skin.

Baby Products

Popular with the middle class
only.

Baby powder is widely used
even by the poorest families, for
both babies and grade school
children. Schools will give children
showers and then cover them
in powder. Middle class families
will buy baby shampoo and other
baby products.

Skin Moisturizer

Paper Towels

Used by older affluent
women, but not popular with
young people.

Not widely used, seen as an
unnecessary expense.

Liquid Soap

Whitening Creams
Used by all Cambodians,
purchased in sachets by those
who cannot afford a full bottle
Shaving Cream/Gel
Can be difficult to find in
Cambodia, mainly purchased by
expatriates. Men don’t need to
shave regularly and many prefer
to go to a barber.

Toilet Paper
Not widely used in Asia, only
affluent households with Westernstyle bathrooms will use toilet
paper, due to the Asian-style toilet
that includes a bidet sprayer.
Tissues
Small tissue packets are widely
used.

Body Sprays
Advertising has created a
market for body sprays among
young men, and even some
lower-income men now
buy body sprays.
Make-up
Most Cambodian women wear
some make-up at least some of
the time. Usage increases with
income, but in general a natural
look is prized.
Sun Screen
Cambodians believe in protecting
their skin from the sun by wearing
hats and clothing, and staying
out of the sun when possible, so
this category is not yet popular.
This is changing as this product
is being adopted by young
women who are concerned with
skin whiteness.
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Conclusion
Spending on personal care products is growing rapidly with
rising incomes.
Cambodians care about their appearance and their personal hygiene.
Cambodians are interested in learning about new products that have not
been part of their culture in the past. Advertising gives them advice on
personal grooming and educates them about new products that they
are eager to adopt.
Growth in the personal care category is strong. Companies that are
prepared to take on the entrenched competition of the big international
players, understand the complex distribution channels outside of
Phnom Penh, and address the price conscious buying habits of the
majority of the Cambodian population, will be rewarded with market
share and brand loyalty.

105 Khmer Times, “Surging TV Advertising Set to Continue”, January 2016
106 “Asia’s future consumer market stars,” Passport. 2014. p.1.
107, 108 www.indexmundi.com/facts/cambodia/household-final-consumption-expenditure
109 “Markets of the Future: Cambodia,” Passport. June 1, 2015. p.1.
110 www.lucintel.com/beauty_care_market_2017.aspx
111 (5th year of 235 million compounded out over 5 years at 18% - 235 million) / 5
112 Interview with Unilever
113 www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBROws_r63Y
114 www.slideshare.net/TNS_APAC/the-growth-of-the-cambodian-middle-class
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The Home Care
Goods Market

A

glance at Phnom Penh’s skyline is all that is needed to
see that growth of Western-style housing in Phnom Penh
is booming, which is contributing to growth in the need
for home care goods. However, for most of Cambodia’s
population still living in Cambodian-style wooden stilt
homes, most home care goods are seen as an unneeded and
unaffordable luxury.
Outside of Phnom Penh’s Western-style supermarkets, the market
for home care products is dominated by those that fulfil a basic
need for rural people, including insecticides, dishwashing soap, and
laundry detergents.
The newly middle class Cambodians are moving out of their
traditional dwellings and into modern homes, driving growth of this
product category. In fact, of all the product categories covered in this
report, Home Care Goods has the highest 5 year CAGR, although
from a low base.
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Opportunities
Currently the market is focused on mass-market home goods such as
laundry detergents and dishwashing soap, and this market is saturated
and highly price competitive.
The strongest opportunities for new entrants lie in identifying new
product categories and new consumer needs, including premium
products and specialty products.
Few home care products have labels in English, and English-labelled
products would be welcome in this market where affluent Cambodians
know English. Labels that offered information on the value of the
product and the reason to use it would stand out.
Cambodians are concerned about chemicals and there are
opportunities to introduce home care goods with a health message.
It is difficult to find hypoallergenic or even unscented products, so
products labelled with those attributes would be welcomed.
Specialty cleaning products such as stain remover are not widely
available and represent an opportunity as more Cambodians buy
washing machines.

Market Overview
Sales
The home care goods market in Cambodia is starting at a low base,
but is expected to grow rapidly. The total annual spending on home
care goods in Cambodia is just $180 million, amounting to $12 spent on
average per person per year.115 This represents 1.5% of total household
spend. While the dollar amount is low compared to spending of $252
per person in the USA, as a percentage of total spend it is higher, since
in the US only .2% of spending goes to home care goods.116
Spending on home care products is on the rise as Cambodian incomes
increase, as evidenced by estimated CAGR for this category. For 2013
to 2018 this sector is expected to grow at 23% CAGR. Overall CAGR in
consumer spending is expected to grow at 10% over this period.117
This level of growth is unusual in the home care goods category. In the
USA, the 5 year CAGR for home goods over the same period stands
at just .92%.
Although a 23% CAGR is large, the actual dollar increase of this growth
will only account for $65 million a year.118
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Distribution
At both the modern retail level and the traditional retail level,
international conglomerates Unilever, P&G, The Clorox Company and SC
Johnson and Co. compete with Thai and other ASEAN brands.
Unilever is the only company that operates their own distribution
channels. This distribution model sees their core products on the
shelves of even the smallest village corner store. Unilever estimates that
nearly 90% of its sales are from traditional Cambodian trading outlets
and only 10% from modern Western-style retail locations. 120 Other
Western companies partner with local distribution companies that have
the ability to push their products far and wide.
There are four main retail options available for personal care
goods in Cambodia:
Traditional Markets
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At traditional markets, most basic need home care product types can
be found, although brand selection at any given shop may be limited.
These markets are non-air-conditioned, crowded, and disorganized, but
prices are cheaper than at other retail locations. Traditional markets vary
widely in size and product selection, however in regards to home care
products, products sold at traditional markets are usually mass-market
products aimed at the lower end of the consumer market.
Chab Houys
In regards to home care products, prices are generally comparable
to traditional markets. Chab houy owners usually buy items in bulk at
traditional markets to resell at their small shops. Distribution companies
also deliver products directly to chab houys in order to ensure their
products are stocked. Due to the limited buying power of chab houy
owners and to encourage these owners to stock their products,
distribution companies will many times allow financing deals whereby
owners can pay back distributors at the end of the month. Most chab
houys in a general geographic location stock identical products and are
the most popular shopping destination for staple home care goods such
as laundry detergent and surface cleaner.
Supermarkets
Supermarkets carry home goods products and brands that are
not carried at traditional markets or chab houys. While the stock is
more diverse than traditional retail outlets, the price is usually higher
than at traditional retail outlets due to the higher overhead of the
modern retailers.
The product selection is more diverse than in traditional trade shops,
with more categories available. For example, at one Lucky Supermarket
(the largest supermarket chain in Cambodia) in Phnom Penh,
laundry detergent on stock consisted of 19 brands from 11 separate
parent companies.
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Grey Market
While the grey import economy in Cambodia is pervasive, in home care
goods the low margins for goods that are mainly produced in ASEAN
and are heavy to transport, make this an unattractive import option to
most grey market operators.

Manufacturing
There is a critical difference between the home care market and the
personal care market – for personal care items, only around half of
products were manufactured within ASEAN, but for the home care
products, most were manufactured in ASEAN.
Production of international branded home care products is almost
never done within Cambodia, and none of the international companies
operating in Cambodia have a local manufacturing facility. Most of
the products, including European and Western brands, are produced
elsewhere within ASEAN in order to take advantage of ASEAN tax
benefits and lower manufacturing costs. For a Western home care
company looking to enter the Cambodian market, production within
ASEAN should be considered in order to compete effectively on price
with other competitors in the market who are almost all producing their
goods in ASEAN.
Due to both convenience and customer perception of quality, the
largest manufacturing origin for the majority of home care products
coming into Cambodia is from Thailand with Unilever claiming that over
70% of their products sold in Cambodia are produced in Thailand.
Cheap products imported from China and Vietnam are often of
unregulated “backyard” produced goods. These are targeted at lowerincome populations.
As with personal care products, P&G and Unilever dominate the home
care goods sachet space, with the only other competitor in this space
identified as being from a Thai manufacturer.
Locally branded and manufactured home care competition is nascent
in Cambodia. Two locally owned and locally manufactured home care
brands that have had some success are LSV Group, founded in 2011,
and Khmer Household & Healthcare Co., founded in 2015. Both are
present at both modern retail and traditional retail locations and sold at
a price point lower than all other competition, signifying that this could
be the start of a shift towards more locally branded and manufactured
home care products. As electricity costs and other manufacturing
costs fall in Cambodia, local brands should be able to compete more
effectively with international and other ASEAN brands at the lower end
of the market.
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Consumer Behaviour and Trends
Brand awareness is low
60

Brand awareness, and a willingness to pay a premium for a Western
home care brand among the majority of Cambodians is low. However, if
Cambodians can be convinced to try a product that is good quality and
priced competitively, brand loyalty is easily established.121

Labels are challenging for Cambodians
The lack of labels in local language is particularly prominent in the home
goods category. This creates an additional barrier to Cambodians who
are interested in learning about new home care products.

Most Cambodians choose low price products
As home care goods do not directly involve the body and are not
perceived as having the ability to adversely affect health as other FMCG
product categories such as F&B and personal care products, price is the
dominating factor when choosing a brand.
Cheap products sometimes copy name brands, or create a similar
logo and package design, which can lead to brand devaluation and
loss of trust.

Concerns about chemicals
Although awareness of organic home care products is limited,
many Cambodians express concerns about chemicals in their food,
suggesting that there is an opportunity to educate them about the value
of organic home care products.122
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Use of home care products varies
by consumer segment
Lower Income
This segment of the population
mainly lives in traditional
dwellings, sometimes with dirt
floors and little to no furniture. The
majority of home good products
such as floor cleaners, window
cleaners and toilet cleaners
have no utility for this segment
of the population. This segment
will purchase dish washing
soap, laundry detergent, insect
repellent and insect killing sprays,
bug stick paper. The low levels
of education of this segment
combined with the limited
purchasing power means that
consumers rarely discriminate
between product categories.
There is anecdotal evidence
that among this segment, dish
soap and laundry detergent are
used indiscriminately to clean
everything, with dish soap being
used to clean clothes and laundry
detergent being used to clean
dishes and anything else that
needs cleaning. For companies
to succeed with this segment,
educating consumers about the
unique benefits of each product,
to help them discriminate in their
purchasing habits, should be
considered an important tool.
As this customer segment is
both the least educated about
brands and additionally has
the least spending power, fake
and unregulated products
have a significant presence in
this consumer segments price
range. Products imported in bulk
from China and Vietnam are
repackaged in smaller quantities
to be sold at very low prices.

Less-affluent
Lower Middle Class
This population is more likely to
live in a modest Cambodian home
or flathouse style apartment
that is shared with other family
members. As this segment of
the population owns a home
with stable walls, a bathroom
with a toilet and running water,
a kitchen and some furniture, it
uses more of the staple home
care goods that are encountered
in the West. Most do not have a
washing machine.
Companies that successfully
capitalize on this segment realize
that while these consumers
may take an occasional trip to a
Western-style supermarket for
specialty goods that cannot be
purchased in local markets, the
majority of their shopping is still
done in local markets and chab
houys (local stores).
Middle Class
This segment of the population
likely lives in a private home
or a Western-style apartment
building. They are more likely
to have a washing machine.
Although less than 10% of the
population, this segment has high
discretionary spending allowing
them to afford more home care
products and the ability to buy the
product they feel is best for them
regardless of price.
English is spoken among much
of this segment, so customers
are able read labels and use the
Internet to learn about products.
They are more likely to use a
wider range of products, and are
more aware of brands.
This segment has readily
accepted international
standards of hygiene, and all
product categories that would
be consumed in a Western
market would be of interest to
this segment.
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Wealthy Cambodians
For day-to-day purchasing of home care products, much is done by a
hired helper. While this segment expects the highest quality products,
they may not have a very developed sense of which brands are high
quality and what constitutes high quality. Even affluent Cambodians
grew up in a world without many brand options. They are still learning
about home care products and home care brands.
HomeTop AMR, the official franchisee in Cambodia of Do It Best Corp.,
stocks very high quality hard to find American home care products and
caters to this elite segment.

Overview of Home Care
Product Categories
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Laundry Detergent

Window Cleaner

The most widely used home care
product, used across all income
levels. Affluent Cambodians
prefer branded products from
Thailand, while low-income
families pick up cheap products
from local markets. Low-income
families use laundry soap to wash
everything in the home, including
themselves. Laundry detergent is
sold in small sachets so that it is
affordable to everyone.

Window cleaners are growing
in popularity and have been
adopted by affluent families.

Laundry Softener
This product has become widely
used by the small number of
families who own a washing
machine, because it helps airdried clothing from stiffening up.
Dish Soap
Dishwashing liquid soap is widely
used among all except the lowest
income Cambodians, and is often
used for general cleaning. Middle
class families sometimes use
dish soap to wash their hands
and bodies. Few families have a
dishwasher, so that dishwashing
detergent for dishwashing
machines is a very small category.
Even affluent Cambodians don’t
feel the need for a dishwashing
machine as they have household
help to wash the dishes.

Floor Cleaner
Floor cleaners are used only by
affluent families.
Toilet Cleaners
Toilet cleaners are increasing in
popularity, driven by brands such
as Thailand’s Duck brand, but are
not yet widely adopted.
General Cleaner
General cleaners are increasing
in popularity, but the majority of
Cambodians still rely on laundry
detergent or dish soap for most of
their cleaning needs.
Furniture Polish
Most Cambodians own little
furniture, and only the most
affluent families purchase a
special product for furniture care.
Insect Killer
Insect killers are widely used
among middle-class families,
and even lower-income families
may occasionally purchase some.
Sprays such as Raid as well as
mosquito coils are popular.
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Conclusions
Spending on home care products is growing rapidly as Cambodians
move into modern dwellings.
While growth in the home care goods category is the strongest of all the
categories monitored, the small size of the total population, entrenched
competition from both regional and international players, complex
distribution channels, and the extremely price conscious buying habits
of the majority of the Cambodian population means that any company
wishing to enter this market needs to be aware of the challenges in this
market and have a plan for how to navigate these challenges.
Companies who can succeed in this segment are those with the scale
and ability to drive down prices while maintaining quality.
Product knowledge of home care goods is very limited, so that
educational marketing for home care goods is very important.
For product categories that are familiar to Cambodians, the goal for the
introduction of a new brand is to create brand awareness, focusing on
quality and trying to convert users from unregulated or knockoff brands
that could be harmful to their health.
For product categories that are not well known, marketers need to
introduce the value of the category as well as the quality of their
specific brand.
Trust in Cambodian-made brands is low and consumers with the ability
to afford international goods prefer to buy non-Cambodian branded
goods, maintaining the market for international brands.
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Lisa Sherburne, Adolescent and Youth Consultant, Save the Children
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The Clothing and
Accessories Market

T

he limited availability of branded retail clothing combined
with many custom alternatives has led to a creative clothing
scene in Phnom Penh, ripe for European brand expansion.

Phnom Penh is underdeveloped for branded retail shopping
for clothing, shoes, handbags, and accessories. As a result, the
importance of clothing brands in driving sales is currently not as
strong as in other, more developed markets. There will be a distinct
first mover advantage to the brands that establish themselves in the
next few years.
Many Asian clothing and shoes brands from Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong and Japan have begun to establish their presence through
flagship operations in new and developing malls. Fewer European
brands have entered the market but with planned retail mall expansion
there will be significant opportunity to do so. Capturing mindshare in
a culture which values established foreign brands will be easier in this
burgeoning environment where limited quality brands are available.
The lack of branded shopping does not deter Cambodian women
from caring about clothes and fashion. Many affluent Cambodian
women of all ages pride themselves on their style. They take
advantage of the options available to them to create their own
unique look.
Phnom Penh has many places to find inexpensive clothes, mainly
imported from Thailand. Even affluent Cambodian women take
advantage of this access to cheap but stylish clothing. Products from
Thailand provide a connection to a regional neighbour who is seen as
culturally similar. Their imported products, from household goods to
clothes to TV drama are both well respected and well-regarded.
Despite the enormous export of manufactured garments from major
brands, almost none of the branded goods produced in Cambodiaare
available for sale to the general population in legal retail channels.
Exporters of the manufactured garments would need to make drastic
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changes in their distribution in order to sell in Cambodia, without which
the goods would need to be exported to brands’ regional or global
distribution centres before being re-imported back into Cambodia.
Because garment manufacturing is one of the dominant industries,
cutting and sewing are skills that many in Cambodia boast. It is
easy to get clothes custom made across price points. Affluent
Cambodian women get clothes made from local tailors, especially for
special occasions.
This easy access to inexpensive clothing from Thailand combined
with easy access to tailors has created a cottage industry of young
designers who create their own designs and sell them out of their
homes or small shops. Most are happy to custom-make or alter the
styles they create to suit a customer’s demands.
Some enterprising young women shop at the local markets
(“psars”), find attractive pieces that work together, and sell them
at boutiques at a higher price, often along with pieces they have
designed themselves.
Second-hand stores are another popular source for high-quality
clothing and brands that are not available to buy new. There are
several Japanese thrift stores popular with a surprisingly broad range
of fashionable Cambodians, who delight in finding Italian shoes and
name-brand bags. In recent years, almost 10 times as many used
clothes as new ones were imported into the country. In 2012, some
79,217 tonnes of used garments worth $61.5 million were brought in
during the first 11 months of the year, compared with 8,134 tonnes of
new garment products, worth $2.6 million, in the same period. 123

Key Drivers of Buying Behaviour
There are currently only a handful of European brands who sell clothing,
apparel, shoes and accessories in Cambodia, and more, but still few,
Asian regional brands who do so. Many of the more well-known
brands available in the Kingdom fall into the luxury category, and
remain unattainable for most Cambodians.
Even if a brand is known, there is a steep learning curve for
Cambodians who would generally rather buy cheaper products from
the local market/psar, currently unconvinced that purchasing a more
expensive item is worth the additional outlay of funds.
Advertising is limited and in its infancy; the value proposition for
branded merchandise relies heavily on reputation, word of mouth and
the perception of international popularity.
Shopping in modern retail is on the increase, but remains a special
or occasional activity, with a significant novelty factor. However, foot
traffic is high in malls because they are seen as new and represent
an aspirational lifestyle. New stores continue to open, showing
confidence in the growth of the market.
There has not yet been a study to predict how fast the shift to modern
retail will occur in Cambodia, but increasing income levels, currently
rising faster than most European economies, are providing the rising
middle class their first taste of disposable income.
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Opportunities
There will be a significant first-mover advantage for brands that enter
Cambodia before their competitors.
There is a strong desire from local investors to exclusively secure known
brands as partners. Therefore, there is significant opportunity to connect
European brands keen to enter the market with Cambodian investors
seeking places to invest their money (and seeking brands to secure with
exclusive deals).
The influx of new mall retail space means that now there is opportunity
to come into several locations which have already proved successful as
a category (Aeon), and whose competition (Parkson, Lion City, Exchange
Place) is anxiously awaited by consumers.
Specific gaps in the market that represent immediate
opportunities include:
Fast-fashion brands such as H&M, that will appeal to both
Cambodians and expats.
● Speciality sports shoes, including basketball shoes, comfortable
walking shoes, hiking boots, and sports sandals, which are not available
in Cambodia and where there is opportunity both among expats as
well as Cambodians who are increasingly interested in sports and
sporting gear.
● Sports apparel, which, like sports shoes, will find a ready market
among expats and fitness-oriented Cambodians.
● Western clothing sizes, mainly for the expat market.
●
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Market Overview
Sales
It is difficult to assess the size of the market for imported clothing and
accessories in Cambodia:
1. The market for these goods is not dominated by a few; there are
many small players operating.
2. There is a significant grey market and lack of tax regime
compliance, and therefore officially reported figures are inaccurate.
3. Many companies in the market are reluctant to share information
that might help their competition.
On average, Cambodians spend 3% of their monthly consumption on
clothing and footwear, just over USD$2. People in Phnom Penh spend
about USD$3 on average per month.124

Portuguese fast-fashion retailer Mo recently
arrived in Cambodia, opening a store in Aeon
mall. Their opening day was crowded with
shoppers, and they report high traffic and sales
for their moderately priced fashions for men,
women, and children.
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Distribution
There are a variety of current retail shopping locations in Phnom Penh.
Single-store retail in specialised shopping districts/neighbourhoods,
including: Sihanouk Boulevard – the primary retail district with major
brands, Vattanac Capital Retail, the location of luxury brand shops, the
Riverside neighbourhood for shops aimed at tourists, the Toul Kork
neighbourhood for shops aimed at Asian expats and affluent locals,
and the Boeng Keng Kang neighbourhood which includes shopping for
locals, expats, and tourists.
●

Hotel/Casino/Resort retail (primarily boutique tourist goods and
luxury brands), which include: Cambodiana Hotel, Naga World (restricted
to tourists), Raffles (Phnom Penh and Siem Reap), Sofitel Hotel (Phnom
Penh and Siem Reap), Sohka Hotel (Phnom Penh, Siem Reap, and
Sihanoukville)
●

Psars/local markets - The vast majority of Cambodians still do most
of their shopping at the Psars (Khmer for “bazaar” or “market”), where
everything from clothing and accessories, to household and personal
goods, to fresh meat and vegetables are sold.
●

Small stalls are rented by individual sellers, usually operated as a
family business, specialising in one type of item within a subcategory
(e.g., women’s clothing, children’s clothing, swimwear, shoes, costume
jewellery, socks and underwear, handbags, hair accessories, etc.)

Retail Supply by type (2007 - 2017F)
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Shopping Malls
1. First generation modern malls or mall-like shopping areas (primarily
built before 2014)
Phnom Penh: Sorya Mall, Pencil Mall, Paragon Mall, TK Avenue, Lucky
Department Store
Siem Reap: King's Road Angkor, Lucky Mall, Angkor Shopping Center,
Angkor Trade Center
These facilities can be structurally similar to modern malls, with multiple
stories and several different retail and food outlets, but with far fewer
major brand stores and modern amenities. Leading up to 2014 they were
developed with progressively more features (cinemas, food courts), but
remained sparsely populated by major brands. Those brands that do
operate in these malls primarily have their flagship operations elsewhere
in the capital.
2. Second generation modern malls (built after 2014): e.g., Aeon Mall
Aeon Mall was the first of its kind; fully air-conditioned with major
international brands, extensive international food court, movie theatre,
bowling alley, ice skating rink, and boasting green/eco-features. New
brands entered Cambodia for the first time with its opening in April 2014.
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Retail options are
expanding rapidly

Brands distributed
in Cambodia today

New retail expansion through 2017
will come mostly from additional
modern malls, with some standalone store fronts in exclusive
neighbourhoods/districts. The
supply of retail space should
increase from 214,520 sq.m in the
second quarter of 2015 to 455,348
sq.m by end of 2017, representing
an overall rise of 112%. 125

Major brands currently operating
in Phnom Penh, mostly in
second-generation malls
and the Sihanouk Boulevard
neighbourhood, excluding
highest-end luxury brands:

Many more major brands are
poised to enter the market with
large-scale retail construction
underway for Parkson Mall and
Lion City (both from Lion Group,
who own Parkson Retail Asia
Limited, Malaysia/Singapore/
Hong Kong), and Exchange Place
(from Hongkong Land, Bermuda/
London/Singapore, part of the
Jardine Matheson Group).
Additional retail space will
come from the rise in largescale, predominantly residential
schemes with plans to incorporate
retail components, such as
Oxley’s ‘The Bridge’ (a joint
Singapore-Cambodian venture),
due to deliver 24,000 sq.m of
retail space.126 All are expected to
open between 2016 and 2017.
With more large retail malls
coming online next year there
is significant opportunity for
brands to capture the growing
middle-class in select convenient
locations that are already
generating high foot traffic.

Adidas
Axara Paris
Bata
Bonia
Bysi
Carino
Carlo Rino
Charles & Keith
Château D Sable
Clarks
E.Pse
Elisa Cortes
Etere
Florentino
Forme
G2000
Giordano
H. E. By Mango
Helen
L'Occitane
Lacoste
Le Marais
Levi's
Mango
MDS Collection
Neck & Neck
Nike
Osim
Pazzion
Pedro
Penshoppe
Pierre Cardin & Valentino
Puma
Sembonia
Shiseido
Skechers
Toni&Guy
U.R.S & Inc.
VNC
Waco
Yves Rocher
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Geographic Penetration
Outside of Phnom Penh, there
is great potential demand from
local and transient (tourist and
travelling expatriate) populations
in the larger towns of Siem Reap,
Battambang, and Sihanoukville.
There are also signs that the
current level of retail available
in hotels and the few malls is
inadequate to meet demand, if
the appetite to expand can be
accepted as an indicator.
Larger Town Profiles
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Siem Reap
Without a major modern mall,
posh boutiques and artisanal
products currently serve a
tourist population eager to
include shopping in their holiday
experience. With the recent
opening of Galleria DFS, more
branded shopping will feed
this appetite.
Battambang
Qualitative interviews indicate
there is interest in retail
expansion. Both the proximity and
porousness of the Thailand border
equates to a larger selection of
Thai goods than can be found
even in Phnom Penh. Mango
is the first significant European
brand to expand here with a
recent branch opening, providing
evidence that there is a growing
market for branded clothing.128
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Sihanoukville
New mall complexes (first
generation malls in progress, with
second generation rumoured)
will complement the luxury
and boutique offerings in place
and planned at the major
resort/casino/hotels. As with
Battambang, qualitative research
shows there is significant interest
from both investors looking for
opportunities to secure exclusive
brands, and tourists hungry for
locations in which to spend their
money when overexposure
to the glorious beach drives
them inside.129
There are no major retail brands
with stores for apparel in the rural
areas of Cambodia, nor in the
larger provincial towns outside
those mentioned, representing
opportunities for investment.

Grey Market
Counterfeit versions of
international brands can be
found in the markets, as well
as factory seconds from the
garment industry in Cambodia.
The availability of these cheaper
clothing items dampens sales of
full-price clothing.
Factory seconds of brands that
are manufactured in Cambodia
can also be found in the “export
shops” that specialize in carrying
them, such as DAH Export and
The Closeout Factory Outlet.

are a lot of people
“withThere
a lot of money looking
to invest in a good brand.
They have the will and the
funds but no access to
brand representatives. We
need to connect investors
here in Cambodia with
partners from Europe in
order to bring more brands
into the country.

”

Interview with Douglas McColl,
local developer and
Vice President of the
Sihanoukville Tourism
Association (STA),
which represents foreign
- and locally-owned businesses.
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Consumer Behaviour and Trends
Market potential by consumer segment
There are three substantial markets for expansion for branded
apparel, shoes, and accessories that are available to brands that
enter the market: expatriates, tourists, and middle-class and
affluent Cambodians.
Expatriates
There is a large expatriate community resident full-time in Phnom
Penh and Siem Reap, who are doing business, involved in the
development community, and Embassy employees. This group travels
regularly to their home countries in Asia, Europe, and elsewhere,
and much of their annual shopping budget is spent in their home
countries. For Western expatriates in particular there is very limited
clothing shopping available because so few stores carry Western
sizes. However, if the same branded shops were in Cambodia, with
comparable prices, Expatriates might begin doing that same shopping
in their adopted home city instead.
Tourists
Tourists numbers continue to rise, providing a constant stream of
visitors who are used to European brands, and regularly shop for
them in their home countries. While on a leisure trip, many people
take advantage of the opportunity to shop for trinkets, but these same
people will also shop for the brands they know, when they have the
leisure to do so – while on holiday in Cambodia. With tourism growing
rapidly in Cambodia, retailers can pursue tourist dollars.

I wish I could shop
“
here, there are things
I want to buy, but I need
to go to Bangkok to buy
these brands.

”

Interview,
employee at T Galleria by DFS.

Middle-Class and Affluent Cambodians
This segment has the most significant and lucrative potential.
The growing Cambodian middle-class want access to mid-priced
fast-fashion from brand names to connect them with fashion trends
in the rest of the world. Increased income levels will not only provide
the disposable income needed to purchase branded clothing and
other items, it will also fundamentally change spending habits and
lifestyles for the entire population. This provides retailers with an
unprecedented opportunity to introduce their brands at a time when
the very idea of being able to afford branded goods is emerging in
the marketplace
If wealthy Cambodians can be convinced that the same level of
shopping that they indulge in Bangkok or Singapore is available
at home at similar prices, they will transfer at least some of their
shopping trips to a car ride rather than an airplane.
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Demand is building for fashion brands
While the market is still developing, there are already major international
brands who have entered the Cambodian market and are gaining respect
and desirability among local Cambodians. Brands like G2000 (Hong
Kong), Lowry’s Farm (Japan), Malaysian bag maker Bonia, Pedro shoes
and Charles & Keith (Singapore) and others are building market share and
significant mindshare as they grow their businesses here.
Mango, one of the few European mid-range branded clothing stores
in Phnom Penh, has recently expanded outside the capital with a
store in Battambang; their early arrival into the market (2010) is directly
proportional to how well known they are among locals. Mango is often
the first brand mentioned by Cambodians when they are asked to name
clothing brands.130
Shoe brands have gained a bit more traction than clothing brands. The
Singapore-based Charles & Keith Group have had success in Cambodia
with both their Pedro and Charles & Keith brands. Their Charles & Keith
store in Phnom Penh has the highest sales of any of their stores globally.131
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VNC (Malaysia) is another shoe brand that is considered prestigious
but affordable. Adidas’ flagship store in the fashion district on Sihanouk
Boulevard opened in 2012 and has provided the sports brand with
stronger brand awareness than that for Nike, who have opened in 2016.
Observers feel that Nike’s entry into the market with a dedicated
retail store is an indicator that Cambodia’s rising incomes and strong
economy are signalling to retail megabrands that the time to enter the
market is here.132
Clothing store Zando has brought their model of discount clothing from
their origins in South Africa. They offer name-brand clothing at discount
prices by selling factory seconds from Cambodia’s garment industry,
introducing Cambodians to international brands such as H&M. Locals
and expatriates alike take advantage of the discount prices and greater
guarantee of quality, combined with a modern shopping experience with
air conditioning and dressing rooms.
Cambodian teenagers are increasingly interested in brands. They all know
Mango. Many can name popular sneaker brands such as Adidas, Nike,
and Converse. College students may be aware of international brands
such as H&M, Forever 21, Guess, DKNY, Calvin Klein, and Levi’s, although
few own clothing from those brands.133
Affluent Cambodians shop when they travel. Many go to Bangkok or
Singapore for shopping. Those with families in Europe or North America
will shop when they visit their relatives abroad. They learn to shop at
stores with popular international brands.
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Cambodians are interested in keeping up on fashion
Asia, like most global markets, has a strong appetite for fast-fashion, and
brands that could meet that need would do well in Cambodia, especially
as middle-class families begin to have enough disposable incomes to
shop for them.134
Fashion-conscious young Cambodians read the local fashion
magazines. Many rely on the Internet to keep up on the latest styles.
Facebook dominates media usage, and advertising on Facebook is an
important way to build market share. Many local shops have an active
Facebook presence, including CAM Fashion and Little Fashion. Browsing
for new clothing items on Facebook, Instagram, and Line is a popular
activity. When a buyer finds something they are interested in, they
typically call the shop to find out if it is still available.
Cambodia's Next Top Model is a popular television show that increases
interest in fashion.
Local celebrities such as Marie Thach (BoBo) and singers Nikki
and Laura Mam have many followers. Brands that want to enter
the Cambodian market could consider these local celebrities as
spokespeople.

Conclusions
Cambodia is an underserved market with significant potential. The
retail market is changing rapidly, as new malls and new retail outlets
open up, and more international brands enter the market.
There is pent up demand for international brands from expatriates and
tourists, as well as from Cambodians who want access to brands not
yet available in their country.
European brands who have opened shops in Cambodia are rewarded
with mindshare and market share. Cambodians are discovering
international brands, and brands that enter the market now can build
market share and brand loyalty.

123 “Second-hand, first in imports,” Phnom Penh Post,
4 March 2013, www.phnompenhpost.com/business/second-hand-first-imports
124 “Cambodia Socio-Economic Survey 2014,” National Institute of Statistics Ministry of Planning. October 2015. p. 108.
125 “Phnom Penh Retail Market, Q2 2015,” CBRE Cambodia, September 2015, http://www.cbre.com.kh/2015/09/16/phnom-penh-retailmarket-q2-2015-cbre-cambodia/.
126 “Phnom Penh Retail Market, Q2 2015,” CBRE Cambodia, September 2015, www.cbre.com.kh/2015/09/16/phnom-penh-retailmarket-q2-2015-cbre-cambodia/.
127 “Phnom Penh Retail Market, Q2 2015,” CBRE Cambodia, September 2015, www.cbre.com.kh/2015/09/16/phnom-penh-retailmarket-q2-2015-cbre-cambodia/.
128 Interviews with consumers
129 Interview with Douglas McColl
130 Interviews with consumers
131 Interview with Charles & Keith
132 www.phnompenhpost.com/business/nike-aims-traction-cambodia-first-retail-store
133 Interviews with consumers
134 Fast-fashion is a key trend wwwblog.btrax.com/en/2015/12/08/top-asian-consumer-trends-of-2016/
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The Consumer
Electronics Market

T

he consumer electronics market in Cambodia is growing
rapidly as incomes rise and more Cambodians move into
the middle class. Young, urban, middle-class Cambodians
now are connected to the world through the Internet, and
demand the latest hardware and software.

Young, educated Cambodians are especially excited about new
technology, and want to own the latest products.
The country is going through a dramatic digital transformation.
Cambodia reported 6.27 million Internet users in 2015, a 25% rise
from 5 million users in the year before, according to the figures of the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications.135
Mobile phone penetration is very high - over 94% of Cambodians own
their own phone, and almost all are reachable via phone.136 In fact,
Cambodians use an average of 1.05 phones per person.137
Smartphone penetration is increasing rapidly.138 Smartphones are
a significant signifier of status, so that even Cambodians of modest
means will buy the latest must-have model.139
The market for appliances, from televisions to refrigerators and
air conditioners, is also showing rapid growth.140 A mobile phone is
the top priority spend for Cambodians, with appliance purchases
considered later.
It should be noted that a significant amount of the consumer
electronics goods sold in Cambodia are through the grey market,
including counterfeit items from China.

Garycyclrs8 CC by 2.0
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Opportunities
As Cambodian consumers
catch up with more affluent
regional neighbours, they create
strong demand for consumer
electronics at all price points, from
budget to premium.
Brands that enter the market
and develop market share
and brand loyalty now can see
steady growth in sales in the
coming years.
Cambodians own few appliances,
and have limited awareness
of the benefits of ownership
of appliances beyond the
basics, such as refrigerators,
air conditioning units, washing
machines and fans. Rising
incomes give more middle class
families the means to purchase
these appliances, especially if
they are enticed with marketing
that shows these items as
an essential component of a
modern lifestyle.
Cooking appliances such as
microwaves, toaster ovens,
coffee makers, electric kettles,
blenders, and food processors
have not yet found their way into
many Cambodian kitchens. These
appliances are especially useful
in kitchens with limited cooking
facilities. Appliance makers
that educate consumers on the
benefits of these products will be
rewarded with sales.
Specialty items for grooming
such as beard trimmers, nose
trimmers, and appliances for
facial cleansing, are not well
known or distributed, and are
opportunities for new brands to
enter the market.

Market Overview
Sales
Ownership of consumer electronics is growing quickly in Cambodia.
Since ownership of most consumer electronics other than mobile
phones is still relatively low, strong sales are expected to continue in the
coming years.
Consumer electronics companies are investing in the
Cambodian market
LG Electronics has identified Cambodia as the emerging market in
ASEAN with the greatest potential for increasing sales and is expanding
its business here, a senior executive of the South Korean company told
the Cambodian Times at the LG InnoFest 2016 Asia in Seoul.141
Samsung expects to see sales of its consumer electronic products rise at
least 20 to 30% in Cambodia this year.142
Mobile phones are the most common electronic item owned by
Cambodians (94%), followed by televisions (66%), radio (33%), DVD/video
player (23%), computer (6%) and stereo (5%).143
In Phnom Penh ownership of electronics products is much higher than in
other urban cities or rural areas. Cell phone (96%) and TV (95%) ownership
is nearly universal and a third own DVD/tape players (34%), radios (34%)
and over a quarter have computers (28%).144
In rural areas, mobile phone usage remains high (80%) and radio (33%)
ownership is about same as it is in Phnom Penh. However, ownership of
other types of electronics decreases dramatically: television (59%), DVD/
video player (21%) and computers (2%).145
Increased access to finance has helped to spur sales of electronics.
Aeon, the large Japanese retail firm with a mall in Phnom Penh, offers
microfinance options so that people can pay on an installment plan.
Cambodians are buying smartphones, Japanese motorcycles, cameras,
and flat-screen televisions.146

Distribution and Grey Market
A significant amount of the consumer electronics goods sold in
Cambodia are through the grey market, including counterfeit items from
China. Grey market products are a threat to local retailers and create price
wars. Local retailers are fighting the purchase of grey market products
through educating consumers on warranties and quality. The situation is
improving. Kfour reported that Samsung’s market used to be 20/80 real
product to grey product ratio, but is now down to 50/50, and they believe
that it will drop further in the future.148
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Electronics Product Categories
Mobile Phones
Cell phone usage has become the norm, doubling from 10 million to 20
million units in just five years (2010 to 2015). Fixed-line (land line) phone
connections are on the decline, reported to be a low 300,000 in 2015.149
The number of cell phone subscribers is higher than the population since
many people purchase more than one SIM card. Cambodians who need
to connect with many people will have accounts with more than one
phone service, to avoid the challenges and charges of calls to different
phone services.
Mobile phones are a highly valued possession for Cambodians, linking
them to their friends and families and to the outside world. Mobile phone
brands are also an important signifier of status.150
The three main providers are Metfone, Cellcard and Smart Mobile.151 In
2014, Smart had 48% of the market in Cambodia, with Metfone in second
place at 28% and Cellcard with 24%.152
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The majority of Cambodian youth (age 15-24) have access to a mobile
phone (96%). However, 43% use the device less than 10 minutes a day.
Metfone (68%) followed by Smart Mobile (41%) are the mobile phone
networks with the most youth subscribers. Often this customer segment
uses more than one mobile providers.153
Cambodian youth do not spend a lot on their mobile phone usage.
Approximately half spend less than $3 a month on their mobile service
usage.154 Many take advantage of Smart’s Free Basics offer, supported by
Facebook, that gives users access to a limited number of websites and
apps for free.155
Cambodian youth (81%) primarily use text messages (SMS) in English
rather than in Cambodian. Until recently, few phones offered the option
to text in Khmer. This preference for English still dominates, especially in
urban areas, where the youth are better educated.156
Youth from urban areas are more likely to use Smart Mobile and rural
youth tend to use Metfone for mobile subscription usage.157 The strength
of the signal varies by service by province, so differences may be driven
by better experience.

The market demand is
“shifting
to the premium
segment – from normal
phones to smart phones,
LCD to LED televisions,
and one-door refrigerators
to two or three doors,
Lee Gwi-han,
director for
Samsung in Cambodia,
Myanmar, and Laos.147

”
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The number of Cambodians with smartphones continues to increase,
and many Cambodians are upgrading to higher value smartphones. GfK
research reported that sales of new smartphones in Cambodia fell 6% in
volume in the second quarter in 2015, though their value rose 11% – from
$76.4 million to $84.9 million. It said 211,000 units were sold in the second
quarter of last year, down from 225,000 units in the second quarter of
2014, but the average price of new smartphones rose 18%.158
iPhones are the highest status phones, and Cambodians were eager to
get the iPhone 6 when it became available. Customers were willing to pay
a premium for the latest versions, buying from grey market dealers ahead
of the official launch in Cambodia.159 There are few authorized dealers for
iPhones in Cambodia, so that many Cambodians buy grey market phones
without warranties.
It is useful to note that Cambodian product choices reflect Asian
preferences more so than Western preferences. Samsung recently
launched its new smartphone-tablet hybrid (commonly known as a
phablet), the Samsung Galaxy A9 Pro, in the Chinese market, and has
scheduled it for release in other Asian markets, including Cambodia.
Samsung reported that the Galaxy A9 Pro will be limited to the Asian
market, because larger screen smartphones are not as popular in other
markets, particularly the North American and European markets.160
There is a significant market for second-hand smartphones. Cambodia
has numerous mobile reseller and repair shops who refurbish older
phones acquired through the grey market and sell them at low prices.

Appliances
Consumer spending on home appliances such as refrigerators, televisions
and washing machines has surged in recent years in Cambodia,
according to market research firm GfK. Many families are making their
first purchase of these appliances as they move up to a more enhanced
lifestyle, and as access to the electric grid becomes more widespread.
Aeon Microfinance Cambodia – which specializes in financing motorbikes,
mobile phones and home appliances – reported that home appliance
loans had increased five-fold between June 2013 and June 2014. “We
can see some signs of a middle class family by the increase in electric
appliance sales,” he said. “People will go to mobile and motorbike first,
and as their income increases, they start to upgrade their lifestyle in the
form of flat-screen TVs, home theatre and other home appliances.”161

The biggest retailer for consumer electronics in Cambodia
is the Kfour Group, with ten branches in Cambodia. They
carry major electronic brands including Sony, Samsung,
LG, Panasonic, Hitachi, Toshiba, Kenwood, Bosch,
Electrolux and more, and they specialize in premium
products.163 Between 2009 and 2012, their biggest growth
was TVs and home appliances with over seven per cent
annually. From 2012, their biggest growth has been in
smartphones and tablets.164
The Kfour Group reported that the market for electronic
products in Cambodia is expanding 10 to 15% annually
due to rising incomes and the inflow of foreign
investment. Television sets, air-con units and refrigerators
are the top three products sold at Kfour.165
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Hor Hab, head of sales at G-Gear, an LG electronics partner in Cambodia,
estimated the local market for home appliances to be around $100
million. He said his company had seen sales increases of about 30 per
cent over the last year with demand for new televisions and refrigerators
accounting for the lion’s share.162
Cambodians spent more than $45 million on flat-screen televisions
between April 2014 and March 2015, up about 40% from the year-before
period, according to research firm GfK. The data shows that 126,000
flat-screen TVs were bought during the period, with a total value of $46.3
million, marking a 40% increase in the number of TVs sold and a 23%
year-on-year rise in sales revenue.166

Tablets and Laptops
Despite declining sales globally, observers believe that sales will continue
to grow in Cambodia, as rising middle-income Cambodians and increased
demand from businesses drives growth.167
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Laptops are used by the growing segment of college-educated
Cambodians, and the majority of college students own or have access to
a laptop.168 PCs and laptops are used by the increasing number of white
collar workers. They are not found in most homes.
MacBooks are highly valued due to the high status of the Apple brand.
Tablets are not yet widely used.

Video Game Consoles
In Cambodia, video game players have only been owned by the most
affluent families. Now more people have access to games with the rise
of computer games and smartphone games. Angry Birds is as popular
here as it is globally, and Angry Birds logos are everywhere, on children’s
clothes and accessories.
Cambodians are just starting to get into game development. A small Siem
Reap tech company, DirexPlay, released Wrath of Fighters, a multiplayer
fighting mobile phone game in which players can customize their
characters. The game is available in the Google Play Store. The founders
of DirexPlay are optimistic about opportunities in Cambodia, but note
that the low cost of advertising in Cambodia makes it difficult to build a
revenue stream from payments for placing ads.169

Digital Cameras
The market for digital cameras is limited to affluent Cambodians,
although there is increasing interest in ownership among young,
educated Cambodians who enjoy the opportunity for artistic selfexpression. Most Cambodians are happy with the photos they can
take with their smartphones. Taking photos of yourself, your family
and friends is an important activity, and there is status in owning a
digital camera.
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MP3 Players
MP3 players are not often purchased by Cambodians, who would rather
buy a smartphone if they can afford it. Some fitness enthusiasts use an
MP3 player while exercising.

Headphones / Earphones
Few Cambodians purchase headphones or earphones beyond the ones
available for their smartphones.

USB devices
USB devices are popular for sharing movies and videos.

Conclusion
Cambodia is a “mobile first” country, where for most Cambodians,
access to the Internet is made available through mobile phones before
access via a computer.
Mobile phones are Cambodians’ most important possessions, linking
them to their friends and families and to the outside world. Mobile
phones are also an important signifier of status.
Other consumer electronics are gaining in popularity as affluent
Cambodians purchase televisions, refrigerators, air conditioners and
other appliances to enhance their lifestyle.
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The Luxury
Goods Market

T

he demand for luxury goods and experiences is growing
rapidly in Cambodia as affluent Cambodians develop a taste
for the finer things, the number of affluent tourists visiting
the Kingdom continues to grow, and well-heeled expatriates
seek out luxury items.

Affluent Cambodians are extremely status conscious. Cars and mobile
phones are the most important signifiers of status, with jewellery,
handbags, clothing, and shoes increasing in importance.170
There is a market for expensive wines and spirits among both wealthy
Cambodians and affluent expatriates.
Luxury hotels and luxury travel options are opening up to capture
the most discerning travellers. There are already several hotels in
Cambodia with rates of over $1,000 a night, and new luxury travel
options are in development. These establishments attract travellers
who are eager to spend money on luxury items and experiences.
The amount of duty-free shopping available in Cambodia is increasing
rapidly, creating new opportunities to reach affluent international
travellers, especially Chinese, eager to shop.
Despite the increase in duty-free shopping, there is a gap in the
market for affluent Cambodians and local expatriates, who are not
well served by the limited number of luxury retail establishments in
Cambodia. As a result, they do much of their shopping in Bangkok,
Singapore, or wherever their travels take them.

Opportunities for Consumer Goods in Cambodia

Opportunities
There are significant opportunities for luxury brands to enter Cambodia,
filling a gap in available retail. New malls are opening, offering premium
retail space for brands to enter the market.
There is a gap in the availability of high-end clothing, shoes and handbags.
Few international luxury brands are available at retail in Cambodia. Luxury
brands such as Gucci and Louis Vuitton are sought after by wealthy
Cambodians, who buy their products when traveling, to show off later
at home.
Even mid-tier luxury brands such as Marc Jacobs and Coach are currently
only available at duty-free shops. Brands at this price point would find a
ready market in Cambodia.
There is an opportunity for retail shops offering high-end jewellery
and watches, which are currently only available in duty free shops.
Gold jewellery has traditionally been bought by Cambodians as a form
of savings as well as a status symbol. Wealthy Cambodians are now
interested in acquiring pieces from international brands to show off
their new wealth.

●

There are opportunities to sell premium products in other categories,
where availability is currently limited, and there is market demand. These
categories include:
Clothing and equipment for babies and children, as parents are
eager to provide the best for their growing families.
● High-end kitchen equipment, as Cambodians move into modern,
Western-style homes and apartments and develop an interest in
Western-style cooking.
● Home furnishings, as Cambodians move into modern housing and
adopt a Western lifestyle that includes living room and bedroom furniture
as well as home accessories that have not been part of traditional
home furnishings.
In addition to the opportunities for local retail, there is still significant
growth potential in duty-free shopping. The new duty-free shopping malls
provide access to affluent tourists eager to shop. These malls are seeking
more brands to open up stores in their retail space.
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Wealth is growing in Cambodia,
providing an attractive opportunity
for luxury brands.171 There is
a growing number of affluent
Cambodians paying for highend watches, premium wines
and luxury cars. The number of
millionaires in Cambodia was
estimated at 1,500 in 2015.172

Tourism – a driver of
luxury shopping

Luxury shopping has
recently become
available to Cambodians

In March 2016, T Galleria by retailer
DFS opened a store adjacent to
the Angkor National Museum in
Siem Reap. The 8,000 s/f retailer
targets the affluent tourist by selling
luxury brands such as Chanel, Louis
Vuitton and Bottega Veneta. DFS
has 420+ locations worldwide and is
partially owned by LVMH.

The opening of Vattanac Tower in
2014 signalled a new era in luxury
shopping in Phnom Penh, and has
appealed to wealthy Cambodians.
Luxury brands with shops and
services in Vattanac Tower include:
● Clothing and accessories –
Brioni, Hugo Boss, Ferragamo,
Longchamp Petit Bateau;
● Beauty and grooming - Clarins
Skin Spa, L’Occitane, and Home
accessories – Christofle.

A key driver of the luxury market in
Cambodia is the expansion of visits
by affluent tourists, eager to shop.
This has led to the growth of duty
free shopping as a key channel for
luxury goods in Cambodia.

China Duty Free Group (CDFG) has
opened its third off-airport store
in Cambodia, at the Naga World
Casino in Phnom Penh. It follows
the recent opening of a store in
Sihanoukville, and its first store in
Siem Reap in 2014.

brands understand
“thatThese
by getting in early they
can shape preferences
for their products among
the wealthy Cambodian
elite. The majority of our
buyers, perhaps 80%, are
Cambodian. Some brands
have been surprised by this.
They did not understand
that local people have
the buying power and the
interest in luxury brands.
Oknha Sam Ang, Vattanac,
Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Vattanac Bank,
and the driving force
behind Vattanac Capital,
Cambodia’s premier
luxury development.

The Chinese luxury market
continues to be strong, with
Chinese consumers accelerating
their luxury purchases abroad.173

Cambodia has recently seen the opening of
several high-end luxury resorts, in addition to the
many four-star hotels already in the country.

early guests. It is designed with local architectural
features adapted to offer a luxurious experience
for its guests.

Rosewood Hotels & Resorts, a global luxury hotel
chain, is opening locations in Phnom Penh (2016)
and Siem Reap (2019). 174

Amansara is another hotel in Siem Reap with
prices starting at over $1,000 night. This worldwide
luxury brand encourages wealthy tourists to
come to Cambodia.

Siem Reap, the largest tourist destination in the
Kingdom, has many hotels catering to affluent
tourists. These hotels become destinations in
their own right, and attract tourists who want to
spend money on luxury experiences and luxury
products in Cambodia.
The recently opened Phum Baitang, from Frenchbased Zannier Hotels, offers villas for over $3,000/
night, and claims Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt as

Hotels from international chains include Raffles
Grand Hotel d’Angkor, Sofitel Royal Angkor,
Park Hyatt, and Le Meridien, all catering to
affluent tourists.
The Shinta Mani group of hotels combine luxury
with a strong corporate social responsibility (CSR)
program that gives guests the opportunity to help
create a positive impact on the local community.

”
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The coast – new tourism developments bring in more
luxury shoppers
Cambodia has many beautiful beaches and unspoiled islands that are
slated for development for tourism. Noteworthy developments already
in place include the Sokha Beach Resort in Sihanoukville which can
accommodate large groups of tourists and offers a casino as well as a
private beach.
The Song Saa Private Island resort off the coast of Cambodia offers
guests a luxury ecotourism experience with rates of over $1,000 night.
The seaside town of Kep was a playground of the elite in the ‘60’s, and is
being revived with luxury boutique hotels, including Knai Bang Chatt and
the Veranda Natural Resort.

Luxury Goods Product
Categories
70% of our shoppers
“About
are Chinese. The mainly
arrive in tour groups, but we
are seeing more FITs (free
independent travellers) and
PITs (partially independent
travellers) from China. They
consider shopping to be
an important part of their
travel experience.

”

Vanna San,
Consumer Marketing Manager,
DFS Group Limited

Clothing Boutiques
In addition to the boutiques of Vattanac Tower, there are a number of
small, unique clothing boutiques catering to well-heeled Cambodians and
expatriates in Phnom Penh. Exclusive shops such as Jasmine Boutique,
Couleurs D’asie, and Bliss line Street 240.
Ambre is a favourite shopping destination for fashionistas, featuring
elegant clothing by Cambodia’s best known fashion designer, Romyda
Keth. Situated in a French colonial era building, the shop exemplifies
Cambodian style.
Another local designer, Eric Raisina, offers beautiful clothing in organza
and silk. He has three shops in Siem Reap and one in Phnom Penh.
There is a lack of international brand shopping for luxury clothing, shoes
and handbags. Affluent Cambodians complain that coveted items are only
available in duty free shops, which are not accessible to them.

Fred Bigio CC by 2.0
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Gems and Jewellery
Cambodia offers few shops that
carry high-end jewellery and
watches, other than the shops
available in duty free. Wealthy
Cambodians tend to buy their
jewellery when they travel.
Despite this limitation in retail
options, Cambodia is known for
its gems, including high-quality
rubies and sapphires mined from
Pailin province, and lower value
gems such as topaz and zircon
from other provinces. Tourists are
increasingly interested in buying
gems in Cambodia, especially
the Chinese. 175
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Cambodia’s gem and jewellery
industry is still developing, and
most gems are processed in
Thailand. 176
The Ministry of Commerce is
encouraging the development
of the gem and jewellery
industry, and has supported the
annual Cambodia International
Gems & Jewellery Fair
held at the Diamond Island
Convention Center.

Local Crafts
Cambodia has several local
jewellery shops that offer midpriced jewellery in unique
designs. D.Hindley offers a gold
and silver jewellery featuring
Cambodian gemstones. They
sell only natural gemstones
from Cambodia and make
their own 18k gold and sterling
silver jewellery. All of their
manufacturing is done inside
Cambodia using family firms
and artisans.
Garden of Desire, with stores in
Phnom Penh and Siem Reap, is
popular with both tourists and
locals for contemporary silver
jewellery designed by Ly Pisith,
who worked with Alain Mikli and
Philippe Starck before returning
to Cambodia in 2008.

Cambodia is developing more
sophisticated crafts to appeal
to the affluent market. Artisans
of Angkor is dedicated to the
preservation of traditional
Cambodian skills in silk-making,
stone and wood-carving,
lacquering and painting. They offer
their beautiful products at several
stores in Cambodia, including at
the airports.
Le Lezard Bleu offers beautiful
Cambodian handicrafts and
home décor items inspired by
Cambodian culture and made by
local artisans.
Trunkh is a recent addition to
the retail scene in Phnom Penh,
Kampot, and Siem Reap. The
shops sell newly designed and
repurposed items from Cambodia,
ranging from old painted shop
signs to modern fabrics.

Items for Babies
and Children
Affluent Cambodians enjoy
spending money on clothing and
accessories for their children.
There are several stores catering
to the demand for quality imported
items, such as Mere, Baby Care,
and Combi, a Japanese firm
specializing in high-end strollers,
car seats and baby carriers, that
has opened three stores in Phnom
Penh since January 2014. General
manager Karen Castaneda said it
was a “perfect” time to invest. 177
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Unless restrictions on used
“cars
are put in place, sales
of new high-end cars will
remain limited, as there is
a significant tax burden to
purchasing a new car rather
than buying a used car. The
market for new high-end
luxury vehicles is estimated
at only about 500 cars in
annual sales when taking
into account parallel and
official imports 178

”

Luxury Automobiles

Wines and Spirits

One of the most visible signs of
the increase in wealth in Cambodia
is the rise of luxury automobiles.
Although the automobile market
consists mainly of used cars
imported into the country, there
are many new car showrooms in
Phnom Penh. Luxury car brands
represented here include:

The demand for expensive
wines and spirits is growing. The
Cambodian elite want to drink
expensive French wine as part of
the lifestyle they aspire to. 179

Audi		
Jaguar		
Mercedes Benz
Rolls Royce

BMW
Land Rover
Porsche
Bentley

Despite this activity, sales of new
cars remain limited.

Expensive whiskeys and other
brown goods are important
signifiers of status. Brands such
as Hennessy cognac and Chivas
whiskey grow their market share
and mindshare by offering
promotional dollars to support their
introduction into popular bars. 180
The rise of a cocktail culture
has expanded the market for
expensive spirits and liquors.

Conclusion
Cambodia’s fast-growing economy has created a new class of wealthy Cambodians, who are eager to
spend on the finer things in life. They are learning about luxury and status brands, and are eager to be
educated about high-end international brands that have not been available to them in the past.
Tourists from around the globe are flocking to Cambodia for ancient temples, beautiful beaches, and vibrant
culture. New luxury hotels are opening, with prices of $1,000 a night and up, attracting wealthy tourists.
After travellers have seen the temples, they are eager to go shopping. The number of duty free shops is
growing rapidly in response to demand from tourists, especially Asian tourists.
Despite the growth in duty free shopping, access to high-end clothing, jewellery, and accessories in local
retail shops is quite limited, so that wealthy Cambodians do most of their shopping when they travel.
Expensive automobiles have become an important indicator of status in a status-conscious society.
European wines and spirits have taken their place in Cambodian society as a luxury product important to
living an affluent lifestyle.
Brands that enter the market now have the opportunity to define what luxury means in Cambodia.

170 Interviews with consumers
171 “Cambodia: phantoms and ghosts belie conflict and poverty,” Euromonitor Passport. Aug. 27, 2014.
172 “The Wealth Report 2016,” Knight Frank. 2016. p. 65.
173 “Mainland China’s luxury spending continued its decline in 2015, however, emerging signs signal a reversal in 2016” Bain & Company,
press release, January 2016
174 “Rosewood Siem Reap scheduled to open in 2019 as the brand's second ultra- luxury property in Cambodia,” PR News Wire. Oct. 13, 2016.
175 Cambodia’s Gems Retain Sheen for Chinese, by George Styllis, The Cambodia Daily, June 2014
176 Cambodia showcases gems, by Hor Kimsay, The Phnom Penh Post, June 2013
177 New Stores Catering to High-Maintenance Babies, The Cambodia Daily, February 2015
178 Interview with Antoine Jeanson, Audi
179 Interview with Arnold Rossolino, Manager, French Wine, May 2016
178 Interview with La Familia
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PERSONAL CARE
AND HOME CARE
DKSH
Chankakada Buth
Health Care Sales Manager
(855)68-921-611
buth.chankakada@dksh.com.kh
www.dksh.com
The largest international
distribution company operating in
Cambodia. DKSH has operations
in over 32 countries and is heavily
Asia focused. If a company
is looking to establish a multi
country strategy in ASEAN DKSH
would be a good place to start.
DKSH works with personal care
companies in Cambodia such as
Nivea and Gatsby.

Mega Life
Sciences Pty Ltd.
Narendra Kumar
Country Director
(855)12-936-700
narendra@megawecare.com
www.megawecare.com
Another large international
distribution company operating in
Cambodia. Mega Life Sciences has
operations in over 31 countries and
being headquartered in Thailand is
very Asia focused. This is another
good option for a company
looking to establish a multi

country strategy in ASEAN. Mega
Life Sciences works with many
personal care companies such as
Garnier and Rohto.

Goodhill Enterprise
(Cambodia) Ltd.
Sang Vanny
Country Director
(Sales Manager
(855)78-366-888
vanny.sang@goodhill.com.kh
www.goodhill.com.kh
Established in 1989, Goodhill is
one of the largest and oldest
distribution companies operating
in Cambodia. Goodhill has a very
established distribution network
and is a great local option for a
company seeking a nationwide
distribution strategy. Goodhill works
with many personal care and home
care companies such as Procter &
Gamble, Olay and Darlie.

LSH Cambodia
Dickson Foo
Sales Director
(855)12-970-452
dickson@lshcambodia.com
www.lshcambodia.com
Established in 1999 LSH is one of
the largest and most established
local distribution companies
operating in Cambodia. LSH has
a very established distribution
network and is a great local option

for a company seeking a wide
distribution strategy. LSH is mostly
focused on food and beverage,
but does work with home goods
company Clorox and lists on its
website that it is interested in
carrying more personal care and
home care goods items.

CP&A
Bunlong Sok
(855)23-990-657
CP&A Administrative Officer
bunlong_sok@cp-a.com.kh
www.cp-a.com.kh
CP&A is an established local
distribution company in Cambodia
with a long history. CP&A has an
established distribution network
and is a good local option for
a company seeking a wide
distribution strategy. CP&A works
with personal care company
Colgate Palmolive.

Royal Consumer Co.
Mr. NIL Sothourn
Chief Operating Officer
(855)12-644-755
nsothourn@gmail.com
Royal Consumer is a smaller local
distribution company established
in 2006. Royal Consumer Co. is
a viable option for a company
seeking distribution in Phnom Penh
and certain areas of the provinces.
Royal Consumer Co. works with
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personal care companies such as
Listerine and Johnson & Johnson.

CYSPharma
Sim Sophon
Sales Manager
(855)85-491-376
sophon.sim@cyspharma.com
www.cyspharma.com
CYSPharma is a local
company established in 1993.
CYSPharma is mostly focused
on pharmaceuticals and medical
supplies however they do carry
some personal care products such
as Aquafresh toothpaste.

VHP Trading
Sre Vesna
Sales Manager
(+855)15-222-813
sre_veasna@yahoo.com
www.vhp-trading.com
Established in 2004, VHP is an
international trading company,
currently operating in Korea, China,
USA, Singapore, Vietnam and
Cambodia. VHP engages in trading,
distribution, logistic, franchise,
OEM, and investment. VHP works
with international personal care
brands in Cambodia such as
LG Household & Health Care
cosmetics, Skin79 and Privia.

Azilay Co., Ltd.
Cheam Mondary
Managing Director
(855)17-899-936
mondary@azilay.com
Originally established in 2003 as
a real estate focused company,
Azilay has since 2013 expanded
into distribution of French beauty
products. Azilay specializes in
all hair care products and work
with international brands such as
Eugene, Perma Paris, Keranove,
and Petrole Hahn.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE
LSH Cambodia
Dickson Foo
Sales Director
(855)12-970-452
dickson@lshcambodia.com
www.lshcambodia.com
Established in 1999 LSH is one of
the largest and most established
local distribution companies
operating in Cambodia. LSH has
a very established distribution
network and is a great local
option for a company seeking a
wide distribution strategy. LSH
works with many packaged F&B
companies including Galbani,
Heinz, Hershey and Nestle.

AusKhmer
Bruce Koenig
Marketing Manager
(855)98-558-948
bruce@auskhmer.com
www.auskhmer.com
Founded in 2001, Auskhmer is a
leading distributor of premium food
and wine in Cambodia. Auskhmer
is a great option for any high-end
food or beverage company looking
to get its products into the upper
strata on Phnom Penh, Siem Reap
and SIhanoukville’s consumer
purchasing destinations. AusKhmer
works with many packaged F&B
companies including S. Pellegrino,
Devondalle, Guinness, Mission
and Boddingtons.

Attwood Import Export
Tan Ser Chhay
CEO
(855)70-999-230
jtschhay@gmail.com
www.attwoodcambodia.com
Established in 1993, Attwood is one
of the largest beverage distributors
in Cambodia. Attwood has a very
established distribution network
which spans all provinces and is a
great local options for beverage
company seeking a nationwide
distribution strategy. Goodhill
focuses only on beverages and
works with may international
beverage companies including
Corona, Hennessy, Johnnie Walker
and Moet & Chandon.

Goodhill Enterprise
(Cambodia) Ltd.
Sang Vanny
Sales Manager
(855)78-366-888
vanny.sang@goodhill.com.kh
www.goodhill.com.kh
Established in 1989, Goodhill is
one of the largest and oldest
distribution companies operating
in Cambodia. Goodhill has a very
established distribution network
which spans all provinces and is a
great local option for a company
seeking a nationwide distribution
strategy. Goodhill works with
many packaged F&B companies
including Perfetti van Melle, Ferrero
and Chupa Chuys.
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Chip Mong Group

La Familia

DKSH

Nhan Ken
General Sales and
Marketing Manager
(855) 96-698-98-98
nhan.ken@hqgtrading.com
www.chipmonggroup.com

Andre Chalson
CEO
(855)17-268-835
andre@la-familia.co
www.la-familia.co

Somaly Chhan
Consumer Goods Sales Manager
(855)68-921-611
chhan.somaly@dksh.com.kh
www.dksh.com

Established in 2015 La Familia
is a relative newcomer to the
Cambodian beverage scene.
While their distribution network
is small and largely Phnom Penh
focused, La Familia excels at
introducing brands to the higher
strata of Phnom Penh’s consumer
purchasing destinations. La Familia
is great option for a premium
beverage company. La Familia
works with companies such as
The 86 Company, Tequila Ocho,
Monkey Shoulder, Compass
Box Whiskey.

The largest international distribution
company operating in Cambodia.
DKSH has operations in over
32 countries and is heavily Asia
focused. DKSH has a very
established distribution network
which spans all provinces. If a
company is looking to establish a
multi country strategy in ASEAN
DKSH would be a good place to
start. DKSH works with packaged
food companies in Cambodia such
as Abbott- Milk & Milk products.

CP&A

Chhorn Sophorn
Sales Assistant
(855)12-790-148
csophorn123@gmail.com
www.iqps-trading.com

Established in 1982, Chip Mong
group is one of the larger
Cambodian companies. Their
trading business operates a strong
distribution network and works with
companies such as MILK-Malis,
Healthy Chef and Hanami.

Celliers d'Asie Cambodia
88

Eddy Reyhani
Sales and Marketing Director
(855)12-974-329
smd@cda-wines.com
Established in 1993 Celliers
d’Asie Cambodia is the oldest
wine importer in Cambodia and
remains today a market leader
in beverage importation. Celliers
d’Asie maintains a large distribution
network, operating offices in Phnom
Penh, Siem Reap, Kampong Som
(Sihanoukville), Kampot, Kep
and Battambang. Celliers d’Asie
is a great option for a European
wine company looking to expand
into the upper echelons of the
Cambodian market.

Bunlong Sok
(855)23-990-657
CP&A Administrative Officer
bunlong_sok@cp-a.com.kh
www.cp-a.com.kh
CP&A is an established trading
company in Cambodia
with a wide national distribution
network. CP&A currently does not
work with any international
F&B brands but works with Asian
F&B brands Singha, Leo and Masita.
.

IQPS

IQPS is another local distribution
company with a wide provincial
network. IQPS does not currently
work with any western brands,
but works with African and South
American FMCG companies.

Hung Hiep
Pily Wong
CEO
(855)12-333-662
pily.wong@hunghiepgroup.com
www.hunghiepgroup.com
Established in 1953, Hung Hiep is
an established local distribution
company in Cambodia with a
long history. Hung Hiep has an
established distribution network
and is a good local option for
a company seeking a wide
distribution strategy. Hung Hiep
distributes international packaged
food brands in Cambodia such
as Lee Kum Kee, and E&J
Gallo Winery.

Phalinn Ooi CC by 2.0
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WineHall Co., Ltd
Chan Picheth
Operation Manager
023 214 941
om@winehalls.com
Established in 2013, Wine Hall
Co. imports wines and spirits
from Australia, France, Chile,
Argentina and more. Wine Hall
operates a nationwide distribution
network and also has a retail
location on Norodom Blvd. Wine
Hall distributes mainly middle
of the range wines and targets
high volume businesses working
with international companies
such as De Luze, Beau Rivage,
Hardy’s, Banrock Station, Charlotte
Street, Jeanjean, Houghton
and Benchmark.
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HGB Trading Co.
Un Kanha
General manager
(855)95-666-018
kanha@hgbauto.com
www.hgbgroup.com
HGB Trading is a leading food and
beverage distributor in Cambodia,
that has been operating in F&B
since 2008. HGB has strong
distribution networks in hotels and
resorts, restaurants, cafes and
retail stores in Phnom Penh and
the provinces.

Belle Khmer
Exclusive Distributor
Tep Bunnak
Sales Manager
(855)77-427-527
bunnak010@gmail.com
Established in 2015, Belle Khmer
carries international brands Belle
France, Lesiuer, LU and Legend.
Belle Khmer is interested in
partnering with other international
food and beverage companies.

IDD - International
Diversity Distributor
Sopheak Raksa
Administrator
(855)17-292-266
raksa@iddcambodia.com
Established in 2003 IDD carries
wines and liquors from France,
Germany and South Africa.

Doung Chhiv
Kuam Sim
Sales Manager
(855)12-868-856
kuamsim@gmail.com
www.chhivtimexgroup.com
Doung Chhiv is a local company
established in 2003. Doung Chhiv
distributes international products
such as red wine, whisky and balm,
and is one of the larger domestic
distribution companies.

CONSUMER
ELECTRONICS
Goodhill Enterprise
(Cambodia) LTD.
Sang Vanny
Sales Manager
(855)78-366-888
vanny.sang@goodhill.com.kh
www.goodhill.com.kh
Established in 1989, Goodhill is
one of the largest and oldest
distribution companies operating
in Cambodia. Goodhill is one of
the few consumer electronics
distributors that has a nationwide
distribution network which spans
all provinces. Goodhill works with
international consumer electronics
brands Phillips and Hager.
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LSH Cambodia

PSC

Dickson Foo
Sales Director
(855)12-970-452
dickson@lshcambodia.com
www.lshcambodia.com
Established in 1999, LCH
Investment Group is the distribution
partner for a range of world class
brands such as Samsung and other
consumer electronic brands in
Cambodia. LCH operates one of
the largest distribution network
and has dozens of storage facilities
in all provinces.

Srey Roth
Sourcing Department
(855)78-311-618
purchase3@psccomputer.com.kh
www.psccomputer.com.kh

Kfour Group
Sek Rom
Senior Operation Manager
(855)98-666-048
sekrom@kfourgroup.com
www.kfourgroup.com
Established in 1994, Kfour group
is one of the larger consumer
electronics retailers and distributors
in Cambodia. Originally focused on
its own branded retail outlets, Kfour
now operates a wide consumer
electronics distribution network.
Kfour works with international
consumer electronics brands
such as Samsung, Toshiba, Sony
and Panasonic.

Established in 1996, PSC is
both a retailer and distributor of
international technology products.

The Royal Group
Sok Rithiya
Assistant
023 426 414
royalgroup@royalgroup.com.kh
www.royalgroup.com.kh
Established in 1991, The Royal
Group is one of Cambodia’s
largest companies. Their trading
business operates a strong
distribution network and holds
nationwide exclusive distribution
agreements with Canon, Motorola,
Samsung and Siemens.

Chhay Hok Trading
Loun Hok
Managing Director
012 939 088
hokloun@gmail.com
www.chhayhok.com

Established in 2000, Chhay
Hok Trading is both a retailer
and distributor of international
technology products.

Thakral Cambodia
Industries Limited
Hak Soeurn
Sales manager
(855)16-434-176
haksoeurn@thakral.com.kh
www.thakral.com.kh
Established in 1996, TCIL is one
of the largest ICT distributor
in Cambodia. TCIL is one of
the few consumer electronics
distributors that has a nationwide
distribution network. TCIL works
with international consumer
electronics brands such as IBM, HP,
Lenovo, Microsoft.

G Gear
Hor Hab
Vice President
(855)12-843-484
hab@ggear.com.kh
www.ggear.com.kh
Established in 2011, G Gear is the
exclusive electronic supplier and
retailer of LG Electronics products
in Cambodia.
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LUXURY GOODS
Vattanac Investment
So Kunthea
Sales Manager
092 212 181
sokunthea.ros@
vattanacproperties.com
www.vattanaccapital.com
Established in 2013, Vattanac
Investment is one of Cambodia’s
leading purveyors of luxury retail
experiences. Vattanac Investment
is home to 8 international luxury
brands in 3 different sectors beauty, fashion and home. The
brands are Brioni, Christofle,
Clarins, Hugo Boss, L'Occitane,
Longchamp, Petit Bateau.

DFS Group Limited
Vanna Sann
Consumer Marketing Manager
(855)86-850-444
vanna.sann@dfs.com
www.dfs.com
DFS is one of the world’s leading
luxury retailers. DFS operates a
location in Siem Reap that caters
to international visitors to Angkor
Wat temples.

Naga World
Melanue Loong
Marketing Manager
023 228 822
melanieloong@nagaworld.com
www.nagaworld.com
Naga World is one of the largest
5-star hotels and the only luxury
premium casino in Cambodia.
NagaWorld features luxury
brands at its location in order
to cater to their luxury minded
international clientele.

Thakral
Indo-China Pte Ltd,
Kim Sreyoun
(855)92-725-555
showrooms-ticpl77@wicam.com.kh
www.thakral.com.kh
Established in 1996, in addition to
its position as one of the largest ICT
distributors in Cambodia, Thakral
Cambodia Industries Limited
(TCIL) operates another business
which distributes luxury watches
and jewelry.
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Appendix
Methodology
The methodology for developing the findings presented in this report included both primary and
secondary research.

Secondary research
Secondary research included extensive desk research including the use of internet search tools as well as a
review of available data from the following sources: Euromonitor, eMarketer, Warc, Statistica, BMI Research,
Business Insights: Global, EMIS (Emerging Markets), ABI Inform, Lexus Nexus

Primary research
Primary research included interviews with both senior executives and consumers, to provide insights into both
the business and the consumer perspectives.
Observational research was implemented to verify product availability in different types of retail establishments
and to better understand consumer behavior.
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Key Informant Interviews
Key informant interviews were conducted with representatives from the following companies: Smile
convenience stores and Super Duper markets, Audi, Asia Limited Cambodia, Roserb.com, French Wine Shop,
Pengpos Online Groceries, DFS Group Limited, Kulara Water Co. Ltd., KH/Laos, Unilever, PPSEZ, Save the
Children, La Familia, ILO Better Factories, Lotus Bar and Gallery, G Gear, Duan Penh Group, Marks & Spenser,
Cambodia, Celliers D’Asie, Little Fashion, Sihanoukville Tourism, Almond Group, Vattanac Properties, Goodhill
Enterprise Cambodia Ltd., FMCG Developing Markets Expert, Bodia Nature and Bodia Spa, DFDL, Solidarity
Center, AsiaLife Cambodia, Meas Development Holding, About Asia

Consumer research
In-depth interviews were conducted with “super-consumers”. These consumers were familiar with both
Cambodian culture and Western culture, and were able to provide information on similarities and differences.
They were able to comment on trends and changes over time, and on the adoption of Western behaviors and
products among different segments of the Cambodian population.

Observational research
Extensive observational research was conducted at a range of retail establishments, from traditional trade
to modern trade. Observational research was conducted in Phnom Penh, Battambang, Siem Reap, and
Sihanoukville.
The breadth and depth of products and brands was noted. The country of the parent companies, the country
where the product was manufactured, and the languages on the packaging were identified.
Consumer shopping and purchasing behavior was observed in a variety of retail establishments in each of the
monitored locations.
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